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Bob Dole. Old message: I'll make
everyone rich with this tax break! New
message: Clinton has character of a
weasel. Maybe so, but the electorate
knew Clinton wasn't perfect in '92 and
choose him anyway. Message to Dole:
Character doesn't matter, it's the
economy stupid.

News

n ;rli;w~:V:~:;1~i'..';;:,:\;~;,
Threat of snow doesn't bust hemp festival.
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Jack Kemp. Wantsto reform system so that
white, rich kids aren't the only ones who can get the
capital to own their own businesses. Trickle-down
economics doesn't work Jack, but at least your heart's in
the right place.

Happy New Yearl
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1 Percent Initiative. Shift property taxes to
other taxes, fine. Cut government spending, fine.
Try to do both simultaneously with a butcher
knife approach invokes a recipe for disaster.

Flicks host fund raiser for log cabin literary
center.

- Sports
. NBA in town. Lakers vs. Sonies.

Stop the Shipments. Vote for it and send a message,
vote aginast it and send a message. Purely symbolic initiative won't change the fact that the deal's done, but would
show the world Idaho's not happy about it. The choices: ,
having no agreement versus having a crappy agr~ement.

Helen Chenoweth. OK so she's a little out there. At
least she's consistently out there. She gets asmilling egg
for having campaign commercials which talk about her
record. In short-yeah, Icut government, that's what I
said I'd do.

VOTING
SOME

ACTtVISTS
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The Arbiter is the official student newspaper of Boise State University. Its mission is to provide a
forum for the discussion of issues impacting the campus and the community. The Arbiter's budget
consists of fees paid by students of BSUand advertising sales. The paper is distributed to the campus
and community on Wednesdays during the school year. The first copy is free. Additional copies cost
$1 each, payable at The Arbiter offices.
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'BITER of the Week
T~iSweek's 'Biter of the Week is Stoff Writer KellyMillington. She's written a pair of.insightful sfe.nes for our elections pullout. She's never late and she can always be counted on. Thanks, Kelly.
Sports EditorAmy Butler should also be recognized during recovery from her recent trau.matic
e~perience of se~ing the Lakers and Sonies naked. Get well soon, Amy!, '; "
'
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Term Limits Initiative. This measure assumes the citizenry is unable to limit terms hy voting incumbents out
of office-we can't be trusted. If this is true, then what's
the point of having a democracy in the first place? Limiting
democracy is bad, bad, had.
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colleges and universities, populated by the least ignorant
right" if you told a crowd he was conservative. They
and
most educated people in society, tend to lean collecwear their conservative labels like war medals. But why
tively to the left. In essence, the liberal focus is on divershould conservatives think Bill Clinton would be insultsity and culture, whereas conservatives always seem to
ed by someone calling him liberal? He's a Democrat.
be concerned with the bottom line. Which seems more
Democrats are liberal. What's the problem?
ignorant to you?
Does the insult effect stern from the speaker, or the
Then we move from the ignorant to the hypocritical.
listener? In the case of George Bush, probably the forConservatives
seem to have the market cornered there.
mer. And people caught on to it, so now Grandpa Dole
First
off:
family
values. Conservatives are so rightsays it and his crowds erupt. The people now hear "libeous when it comes to this, but consider the dark undereral" as a negative label. How did that happen?
belly. Bob Packwood comes to mind. Bob Dole, who
Any idea taken to an extreme is, of course, probably
was accompanied by his daughter at the first debate,
bad. Lots of liberalism leads to inflated taxes, more
failed to mention he had disowned her and his ex-wife.
bureaucracy and more regulations-not
necessarily
. It's Newt Gingrich who really takes the cake, though.
good.
The guyserved divorce papers on his first wife while
In the long run, it all balances out, but it's the shortshe was on her hospital bed with chronic cancer. Aside
term people tend to pay attention to. Thus, the party in
from an almost inhumane act of-insensitivity, what's the
power is held responsible for all sorts of problems, as
point? She'd be dead eventually. But Newt couldn't
theliberals.have been lately. Those naughty guys.
wait. Gee, way to stay loyal tothe family.
They're the source of all our problems.
Then there's the whole small government thing that
But in a two-party system, liberalism is just as necesRepublicans keep talking about, how the Fedruhl
sary as conservatism. They work together. Just as too
Guvmint shouldn't interfere with us on a daily basis. So
much liberalism is bad, so too is an excess of conserwhat do you call outlawing homosexuality, banning
vatism.
abortions and tearing young children away from their
But you don't see many liberals running around callwelfare mothers? Sounds like outright invasion to me.
ing Newt Gingrich a conservative. Out of control, Nazi
The reality of the situation is that Republicans want a
and corrupt maybe, but no one uses "conservative" like
small. un intrusive government for the rich and big
"liberal". So what do conservatives know that liberals
industry, but will still usc legislation to keep the rest of
don't? What are they hiding? Probably just a better
us
in line.
understanding of semantics.
Oh, but now we can drive 75 rn.p.h. Bigger tickets is
But back to my question. What's so bad about being
all that means. What it really boils down to is that lancalled a liberal if that's what you are? Is someone implyguage is a two-way street. A word has only as much
ing it's shameful to be open-minded?
power as you give to it. If you don't take "liberal" as an
It looks that way. In a recent MTV political special,
insult or a negative label, eventually it will stop getting
some genius defined liberals as "uneducated and ignothrown around like one, especially after Clinton wins the
rant," and chuckled gleefully.
election and Republicans recognize that "liberal" is not a
Now, wait a minute. Some of the greatest, most edufour-letter word.
cated minds in our history were liberal thinkers. And

Liberal is not a
four-letter word
by Josh Casten
Senior Staff Writer

Ah, politics. So much of what we hear in commercials and debates is mere semantics, an exercise in
choosing just the right word or phrase to apply the proper spin. And it shows up in all aspects of politics, from
the inane to the monumental, and ranges in subtlety
from that of a hummingbird to a tank. A politician says
one thing, hoping listeners will interpret it in a different
way.
Take the word liberal, for example. The American
Heritage Dictionary defines liberal as "Broad-minded;
tolerant," and "Favoring civil liberties, democratic
reforms, and the use of public resources to promote
social programs." A more concise definition has been
offered by Don Geronimo, of the radio duo Don and
Mike, as: "cares about other people."
And what's wrong with that? If you're a Republican,
apparently a lot. George Bush threw the word around as
much as he could with Mike Dukakis, saying it like he
might utter "communist" or "pedophile." He wanted the
American public to believe liberalism is a bad thing, and
kept repeating the L-word to that end. Probably
Republicans feel if they enunciate "liberal" as if it were
a curse enough times, it may transform its own meaning.
Or something like that. Anyway, they don't like liberals, that much is clear. But really now, how insulting is
it to call a liberal a liberal? Flip the coin, and a
Republican would probably stand up and say "damn

Environmental
misdirection
by Kevin Whitesides
Columnist

The perception of the environmental movement in
Idaho, and in certain segments of the nation's population, has become tainted. This perception, especially as
it relates to Idaho, should be reexamined.

Meeting Amerlca's
challenges
by Governor John and Lola Evans
Guest Editorial

Four years ago, President Clinton invited Americans
to join with him in building a brighter future, in shaping
an America in which we meet our nation's challenges
together as we move into the 21 st Century. The president believed then, and still docs, that America's most
important challenge is to cherish our children and
strengthen our families. This is the number one priority
in his administration.
That's why the Family and Medical Leave Act was
the very first piece of legislation President Clinton
signed. It means parents can be both good parents and
good workers, without risk of losing their jobs. New parents now have some time off to nurture their infants.
Family and Medical Leave has already worked 12
million times. Most employers say costs are negtigible-many report their costs are actually less because of
reduced turnover and increased productivity.
We just returned from Portland, Oregon, where we
were visiting our daughter Susan and our new grandson.
Susan is a working mother and is pleased that she is able
to take a few weeks off to spend-time with-hes-baby. -r •••
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It's peculiar that certain politicians, and their big
business sponsors working quietly behind the scenes,
have been able to shed a negative light on environmentalism, when the root of Idaho's distinctive nature is its
pristine and majestic landscape. Our natural topography
makes Idaho unique among most other areas ofthe
country. We enjoy one of the most beautiful natural
environments in the nation, yet we allow these false
stereotypes to be publicized.
One traditional tactic to discredit environmentalism is
to cariaeature the efforts of a few radical extremists as
representative of the main belief structure of all those

engaged in the movement. Although effective, this tactic
is largely an exaggeration designed to facilitate the fulfillment of other goals, which arc not truthfully revealed
despite claims of purely positive intentions.
We must look at this objectively, and always keep in
mind the quality of our environment and the recreational
benefits it yields, including the tourism and employment
which maintain Idaho's higher standard of living. Let's
not be misdirected by political rhetoric, but address the
facts and examine our officials' actions and voting
records as proof of their level of dedication to the
preservation of this valuable resource for all Idahoans.

Becauseof the Family and Medical Leave Act, she will
still have her job when she returns ...
Our stronger economy is good for every American.
No working family is left out. This fits with the Clinton
Administration's proven strategy of offering opportunity
to all, demanding responsibility from air and building a
stronger, more united community. President Clinton is
fighting for the right kind of tax cuts-for education,
child-rearing, buying a first home and eliminating the
capital gains tax for selling a home. The president wants
to expand educational opportunities with a $10,000 tax
deduction for education and training and a $1,500 tax
cut for the first tow years of college.
In contrast, Republican actions leave one wondering.
Why does Senator Dole talk family values yet consistently oppose efforts that value families? His record on'family leave is clear: "What we are saying is slow down. '
This is not an urgent matter"(1988). Dole again votes no .
(1991). Dole again filibusters and votes against family
leave, saying. "I don't think this has anything to do with
family values" (1992). Dole actively blocks and votes
against family leave (1993). Dole opposes President
Clinton's efforts to strengthen families by expanding
family and medical leave (1996).
The era of big governments may be over-today's
federal workforce is the smallest it's been in 30 years.
But do we really want te tell our citizens to go out and
fend for themselves and their families completely alone?
We.wan; Icadcrsbip.io...tbc-Wbile.l-joUse4hat.goVCflls 10m -

the side of families, in the old-fashioned American way,
together with all of our citizens, through state and local
governments, in the workplace and in religious, charitable and civic associations. We want our country to build
that bridge to the 21st Century-with
a balanced budget
that safeguards Medicare, Medicaid, education and the
environment-without
leaving fundamental American
values behind.

Eastlake rules
Susan Eastlake has been a strong voice as an Ada
County Highway District Commissioner for a balanced
approach to local traffic problems and to long-range
transportation planning in Ada County. She has
.demonstrated the ability. to work with
neighborhoods and developers to
help lessen negative traffic
impacts without opposing
growth. She has ensured that
bike lanes arc included with new construction ...Susan Eastlake is also a business woman with years of experience in community
service on the city and state boards and committees.
She deserves a second term as ACHD Commissioner.
-Warrell Barras", Boise
.....,._"_._._._ .• _-_
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· Proposition four: term limits

NAY:

YEA:

Idaho's term limits initiative threatens
free speech and voting rights!

Yes" on Proposition 4 for
congressional term limits

by Elizabeth Barker Brandt

by Kristy J. Olaveson

ACLU Board Member, law professor

Co-chairman Citizens for Federal Term Limits
Your "Yes"

vote on Proposition

Idaho's

4 is the only way to get term limits on

term limits initiative

calls for a national

constitutional

convention

voting rights can he. limited. The idea of calJing a constitutional

Congress.
Why do we need
lars (that's about $20,000
average family pays more
bined (about 40% of their

term limits? The national debt is more than five trillion dolof debt for every man, woman, and child in America). The
in taxes than it docs for housing, food, and clothing comearnings), Social Security and Medicare arc nearly broke.

How did this happen? Career politicians-who
day-in and day-out seck to
build support and raise money for their reelection campaigns-have
refused to make
the tough choices that arc needed to put the nation's fiscal house in order.
Despite burdening
us with this mountain of debt and threatening our economic well-being,
career politicians
have given generous benefits to themselves:
a
base salary of $133,600 (with annual cost of living increases), free medical and dental
care, free unlimited travel to districts and other so-called "business"
locations, multimillion dollar pensions, and so on. Term limits arc the only way to limit these

away our right to vote is certainly
proponents

of this constitulional

scary-it

makes me wonder

convention

unrelated

candidate

Term limits would disqualify

job. It is hard to imagine a more intrusive
of the most experienced

The reason mostonen
interest influence.

limitation

candidates

advanced

In addition

is fundamental

to the function-

for reasons

office.

term limits is the elimination

our voting rights, the initiative

depend upon to come up to speed on complex

legislative

issues?

groups like the ACl.lJ,

Voters actually have little choice when they go to the polls. Candidates who
challenge incumbents
rarely have enough money to make their ideas and positions on
the issues known. What is the likelihood of voters choosing someone whose name
they barely recognize'! The chances arc slim to none. Since 19HO, excluding redistricting years, the average turnover in Congress has been less than 13 percent. )IJHH
recorded an all-time low when fewer than two of every 100 incumbents who ran for
reelection

were defeated ...
Three out of four Americans
support congressional
term limits. The concept
of term limits, or rotation in office, is not new. For centuries it has been viewed as a
necessary component
of democratic
government.
From the city-state of ancient
Athens to the early American Republic, the virtue of citizen legislators over career
politicians

has been recognized.
Our Founding Fathers envisioned
that members of Congress would serve in
office for a while, then return to live under the laws which they had made. Form 1790
to 1900, America abided by this principle of a citizen Congress: average turnover in
the House of Representatives
was over 45 percent. In the past 50 years, however,
Congress has become a body of career politicians.
From 1945 to 1994 the average
dropped to just over 16 percent.
Terms limits arc the only way to rein in an out-of-control
federal government. Term limits arc the only way to restore a citizen Congress, in which members
work for the people instead of their own and special interests.
Vote "Yes" on Proposition
Four. It's the only way to get congressional
Term

turnover

will fill the gar! And just who arc these special

interests'!

elective

They

And there's

another

problem

whether

names of the candidates
Amendment.

The initiative

who did not support a specific

and, thereby,
sponsors

why else include them".

their inter-

future balnext to the

whispering

protected

that curtain

In short, this initiative

these labels;

the sanctity

there is nothing

have 10 endure the state's

Worse, the initiative
moment

requires

in the electoral
threatens

the slate's

process:

our freedoms

box regarding

incumbents.

And second,

box, replacing

our freedom

with government

had reached
It reminds

and pri-

there

passes,

there will be a term

judgment

regardingtheir

negative

at the ballot

review

be attached

in two ways. First it would

if passed,

it would actually

force, denying

we prefer when that candidate's

at

box!

the state to invade the sanctity of the voting booth and give an opinion

for the candidate

about

in our cars!

Indeed, should any candidate
the most critical

Limits

with disfavor

the vote through

we have always

When we go behind

Term

of others.

and the ballot. If the term limits initiative

limits advocate
acceptability?

it requires

on term limits"

Congressional

seck 10 influence

In this country

of this initiative

is doing his or her job,

requires the state to speak

speak favorably

obviously

vacy of the voting booth.
except ourselves

official

voters' instructions

In this way. the initiative

certain candidates

an elected

with this term limits initiative:

lots to include the words "disregarded

include

office holder is not representing

ests, they can vote that person out of office. Or maybe the proponents
of deciding

legis-

them. Special

contributions!

funded through grass roots citizen

If voters believe a particular

not
will

Inexperienced

Some say that if they've done such a poor job, we can just vote them out of
office. This is much more easily said than done. Members of congress have also given
themselves
incredible campaign advantages:
taxpayer-financed
mail and elaborate
broadcast studios in the Capitol ensure that their names and faces are ever-present
in

think we arc incapable

of special
would

intend, Just who do they think citizen-legislators

lators will not have the lime to become experts on all the issues before

their districts.
The greatest campaign advantage of all, however, is Congress's
control of
federal purse strings. Members habitually grant pork barrel projects and tax loopholes
to the special interest clients who fund their massive reelection war chests. No wonder
PACs contribute to incumbents
at ten times the rate they do challengers.

at the

on the right to vote than the dis-

peryues.

interests

completely

they arc experienced

for elective

to support

to shrinking

have the effect the proponents

what other rights the

candidates

to their ability to do their joh, hut rather because

qualification

to take

want to shrink.

The ability to vote I'm the most qualified
ing of a democracy.

so our

convention

require

at the ballot

usurp the ballot

us the opportunity

to vote

term, in the view of the government,

its proper limit.
me of Alexander

17()7 at the constitutional
nor more ill-founded

Hamilton's words, when speaking

Convention,

"Nothing

upon close inspection."

appears

Surely,

of term limits in

more plausible

this is one initiative

at first sight,
we can live

without!

l.i mits.

Help us stopl Percent
We arc hopeful that ASBSU's
extensive efforts
toward defeating the I Percent Initiative have informed
students about the issue. If passed, this initiative could
devastate higher education
in Idaho. Our aggressive
campaign has included registering students to vote,
forming a Students Against the 1 Percent Coalition, and
providing students with information.
Continuing
along the lipcs of informing students .. .In

tl,"~~MJT_\~

1990, Oregon voters passed Measure 5. This placed new
rate limits on local property taxes and required the state
to replace the revenues lost to schools.
There were numerous ways Measure 5 affected
Oregon's higher education. Tuition at Oregon public
colleges and universities went from $3100 to over $5()()()
annually. Information provided by the Oregon State
Board of Higher Education indicates tuition for resident
undergraduates
has increased HO% in six years while
non-residents
faced a 104% increase. The 780/: increase
in fees BSU students could face would happen al~ost

__

~c-J

immediately,

without

the six-year

grace period.

Not only did tuition skyrocket, but the quality of cduealionalprograms
suffered as well. The University of
Oregon was ranked 59th nationally by a U.S. News &
World Report Survey of Colleges before Measure 5;
their rank dropped to l72nd after passage of the measure.

,
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CONTINUED TO PAGE 5
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FEED BACK
OPINION
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4
The Oregon students who could afford tuition hikes
now receive degrees that arc less valuable. Do we want
this to happen in Idaho?
When tuition increases, it reduces the number of
students able to- obtain higher education. Resident
undcrgraduafc enrollment in Oregon has decreased by
6,205 students since I 990 ... 0regon puhlic schools no
longer offer a degree in education, and only one school
now offers journalism. Four thousand students may he
denied higher education at Boise State alone if the 1
Percent passes.
There is still time to get
involved. There arc
three things we need
your help with:
I. We need
you to participate in the statewide student
walkout in which all
Idaho public colleges and universities will be participating:
You arc asked to voluntarily
leave classes at II: lOam on
Friday, November 1st to meet in the Quad and then
march to the capitol. All students arc encouraged to

OPINION
than hunters attempting shots at several hundred yards,
Which will increase the chances of wounding, and possibly losing, a bear. Hunting from a stand, over bait,
also reduces the risk of shooting a mother with cubs
because of the fact that the hunter has the unique ability
to observe the bear for long periods of time, which
increases the ability to determine whether or not this
bear has cubs. The Idaho Voter's Pamphlet it states,
"Only 5 young bears were found without a female adult
last year, NOT the hundreds sponsors quoted (Idaho
Statesman Oct. 29, 1995)."
Lynn Fritchman, chairman of Idaho Coalition
United for Bears, in his letter iOfllCSfalcsman dated
Oct. 17, 1996, talked of the unwillingness of opponents
to Proposition Two to compromise on these issues. I
agree with the response that he received. Why compromise your stand when it is ethically sound and backed
up by successful game management practices under the
professional guidance of the Idaho Department of Fish

"

"Shoringthe Earth's
Water Supply"
PBS satellite program
6-9 p.m. Nov. 5 or 6
Student Union

•

"lroubled Waters:
Preserving Life's
Most Essential Resource"
Frank Church Conference
on Public Affairs
9 a.m.-3:30 p.m. Nov. 14
Student Union

Fraser, BSlJ student

Learn more about the complexities of global water
distribution and policy making
while earning 1 credit by
attending these events and -.
writing a summary.
The Frank Church Conference
on Public Affairs is sponsored
by the College of Social
Sciences and Public Affairs.
To register, call the Division of
Continuing Education, 3851709 or stop by Library 104.

* STUDENT SPECIAL *

Monkey see, monkey do

!'>'».;

The architects of Proposition 2 have been very
effective in camouflaging their extremist anti-hunting
propaganda inthe guise of hattling inhumane bear
hunting practices. This carefully orchestrated earnpaign, that has hecn bought and paid for by anti-hunting entities in Washington D.C., is preying on the emotions of many Idaho citizens. It has become apparent to
me that the framers of Proposition 2 have lumped
.
almost all hear hunting into one piece of legislation in
order to greatly reduce hear hunting in Idaho.
Using lures to entice u game animal to the hunter is
an ngc-old hunting technique heing widely accepted
and not deemed unethical. Deer and elk arc lured with
scents designed to arouse the male for the purpose of
mating. Various culls arc used to lure big game animals
for the purpose of mating or establishing dominance.
Decoys arc employed to attract animals and bring them
within effective range of the hunter. Bear baiting is not
inconsistent with these ethical standards.
Baiting is a method used to lure a bear to a controlled environment where the bear can be shot without
being traumatized, without suffering, and at the same
time virtually reducing any chance of losing a wounded
animal. This would appear to me to be more humane

-Roh

BSU STUDENTS: 1 CREDIT AVAILABLE

attend.

2. To show opposition to the I Percent, as well liS to
help defer thc cost of this rally, ASBSU has designed
and printed t-shirts to sell for the low price of $6. We
want to see as many students as possible wearing the
No on I Percentt-shirts at the rally. You may purchase
them at the ASBSU offices.
3. Vote no on Proposition 1.
If you have any questions,or wish to sec any of the
information we have about the I Percent Initiative or
Measure 5, please stop by our offices or call 3R5-1440.
-Mickey Pedersen, AS13SU Student Relations
-Beth Rich, ASBSU Executive Assistant Office

and Game?
Their attack has heen a well calculated one as they
have swept through the western states. The proponents
of Proposition 2 arc using the monkey sec-monkey
do
approach to this issue. The Idaho Voter's Pamphlet, in
favor of Proposition 2 states, "70% of Colorado voters
approved an identical initiative in 1992." I am still
wondering what this has to do with the issue. Who
cares what Colorado voters think? Why not let Idaho
voters decide the future of Idaho? These people want
so hadly to emulate states like Pennsylvania, Colorado,
and Oregon, they arc willing to sign on to the campaign
of ignorance.
I urge voters to think and analyze the facts before
they vote, instead of conforming to the dogma that is
being force fed to us from out of state.
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Leslie Gulch
by Clint Miller
Special to the Arbiter
In un unexpected turn of events this last weekend,
I found myself magically transported 10 Idaho's Lund of
Oz. I! actually resembles Zion National Park in Utah. I!
was beautiful, Idaho's own Leslie Gulch. Located about
35 miles out of Marsing, Leslie Gulch resembles a playground of funky rock formations. Much like Zion Park,
Leslie Gulch represents an old stomping grounds for
volcanic activity and related geological phenomenona.
The erosion that formed many of the cliffs and watch
towers has been working at it for a long time.
As Ryan, Chris, Joe and ( drove past Marsing, I
started thinking my friends were lying to me. Eventually
we passed a sign and turned off to the dirt road with
twenty-five more miles to our destination. We jittered on
down the washboard road, listening to Donovan's greatest hits. Ryan weaved his car through the cattle spending
their lazy Sunday away from the pasture. Joe stuck his
head out and asked the cows, "Ilow much farther to
Leslie Gulch'?'They looked at us and kept on chewing.
Not a care in the world, those cows. I have lived here in
Boise all my life and traveled out to Marsing many
times, but never heard of Leslie Gulch. But my friends
from out of town knew a Iittle more than most locals.
Finally, we got to the turn. Off in the distance lay

Ski Swap brings out
snow-hopefuls
by Dan K_!'.~~l
__.___ __._. ___

._.

._._

Special to The Arbiter
An Indian summer didn't deter II large contingent of
the skiing-faithful from attending BSU's ski swap last
Oct. II and 12. Many of the area's skiers awoke from
hibernation to paw through mounds of ski-gear goodies.
Dreaming of a white Christmas, these winter enthusiasts
were treated to a rich display of downhill devices and
cross-country contraptions-all
spread out over the tarpcovered floor of the old basketball gym.
Trash bins chock full of ski poles wcre placed ahout
the room like racing gatcs on a giant slalom course.
Skis, arranged in (what elsehut?) parallel rows, flashed
fluorescent colors not easily found in nature. Planks of
all sizes lined the walls, and tables were heaped high
with clothing as the winter elite hent, flexed, fastened
and twisted the cold-weather offerings.
The booty was made up equally from merchandise
provided by stores and gear brought in by private parties, said one of the swap meet clerks. One Boise resident, he added, showed up with over ZOO pieces of
clothing to sell.
On the buying side, a number of skiers and would-beskiers perused the goods as future mogul mice darted
between the clothing racks. Representing the grunge set,
.. t- .' ',' .•.

the red canyon the other road led to. I! looked so rocky,
just us a canyon should. After we turned towards Leslie
Gulch, the land started to turn into a Martian landscape.
The hills bore stretch marks, where the rocks under the
earth showed. Tall towers of red rock stood high above
the ground. Waves of rock that crashed to the earth
many years ago were now frozen in time, forever. They
never reached bottom and hovered inches, sometimes
feet, above the ground. Bubbling floors of lava were
now stuck in time. I! felt like touching down on the
moon.
Soon, Ryan stopped the car. Chris and Joe led us
to a trail that worked its way into the back country. ( was
excited to go and interact with the amazing geological
wonders. We walked through the sagebrush, into the
unknown. Before long, we were hiking ulong cliffs
reaching high into the air. At the first corner we came
around, the trail led under the cliff. (looked in amazement at the perfect ceiling of nature and reached up to
grab on. ( wanted to try a few rock climbing moves on
the ceiling. At the very first move, the soft stone broke
off in my hand. Luckily, the soft sand on the floor of the
trail cushioned my fall.
We followed the path around, looking at the
incredible creatures in the rock formation. Ryan and (
wanted to get a view of the entire area. We found a
crack in the wall that would take us to Ihe next level.
The boulders that filled the crack were of smooth, red
stone. I wish ( could have put a name on thc stones, but
experienced no trouble getting over each huge formation. When ( got to the lop, there waiting for me sat an
amusement park made completely of rock. Jungle gyms
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and slides stood everywhere. Ryan found a place where
a large hunk of cliff had hroked off and was resting
against its neighbor. We walked underneath it and found
a baby tree happy to greet us. We soon climbed dcwn
and caught up with Joe and Chris.
We came to a place in the path where the stream had
carved out a perfect V -shapcd pussage. To get through
it, we had to walk with one foot on each wall, splitlegged. I! was strange, the contours the passage had
shaped. I! reminded me of something from the movie
"Labryinth."
Then we entered the playground, an amazing array
of lava flow turned hard rock in the funniest shapes.
Across from us loomed a wall obviously bubbling when
it froze over. I! turned out to look like the faces of a
thousand men, captured in the stillness of time. Joe
showed off the rock that had turned into a perfect recliner. II was, by far, the most comfortable rock ever. Ryan
climbed along the catwalk that formed thirty or forty
feet above the ground. lie walked under these columns
that looked as though they had been formed by Antoni
Gaudi, Then I realized this was Antoni Gaudi and
Salvador Dali's gift to the earth before they were born. I!
served as their practice place before gracing this earth.
None of what I have said could do justice to the
beauty of Leslie Gulch. I! is not a quality that C;\I1 be
captured on T.V. The only way to see this alien landscape is to view it yourself. Head out to Marsing, via
Kartcher Road through Nampa. Once through town, take
the first left away from Nampa. Stay on that until the
sign that says Leslie Gulch. The trip is well worth your
lime.

folks were waiting at the door," he stated, refcrring to
a few Generation X lads eagerly eyed snowboards popuFriday night's 7 p.rn. opening. lie also said about 500
lating a section of the gym floor.
people
showed up that night, eager to save money on
Nancy Hoyt of Boise came searching for bargains
ski-related items.
with her husband and two
boys, aged 9 and 10. lIer
Although the crowd was a little slow in
sons compete in racing.
materializing Saturday morning, Robbins
"We are always on the
said he believed it would pick up later in
lookout for good deals
the day.
since our kids grow out of
"This is thc best place to buy inexpenequipment so fast," she
sive clothing," he asserted. For families
said.
with kids who outgrow their clothing
Iloyt fancied a pair of
every year, there's no substitute, he said.
powder skis called "fatThe ski swap at BSU was Robbins' first
boys" for herself. lIer
attempt. lie had no difficulties in promishusband scouted for ski
ing a repeat performance for next year. "I
poles across the room
want to make this an annual event," he
while their kids tried on
said.
the goofy hats. The
Up at the checkout counter a video feaHoyts, who frequented the
tured skiers careening down huge powderswap meet held annually
blanketed vistas as rapid-fire guitar licks
at the Fairgrounds, were
screamed in the background,
"surprised" at the amount
The bell had rung. Skiers' salivary
and selection of snow gear
glands
were switched on. Get pumped! Get
they found at BSU's
1'1/010 tlY IONA"'ON
1/ !iMlfII
psyched! Get on the slope!
event. They were equally
Outside the heat wave persisted. The dreams of an
impressed by the relaxed atmosphere, compared to the
early winter melted faster than a snowman in a
frenzied pace at the fairgrounds.
microwave. There was nothing left for a skier to do but
Taylor Robbins couldn't be happier at the positive
break
out some Warren Miller movies and pray to the
comparison. As the organizer of the function, Robbins
snow
gods.
said the turnout so far was encouraging. "At least 50
1;-
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November rhymes
with adventure
by Rhett

Tanner

Out of Doors Editor

--

BRRRRRR!
Autumn is upon us. Bears, squirrels and other animals prepare themselves for the long winter to come.
Our valley is visited by flocks of wild geese who were
told that "it was time to tly." Centuries of evolutionary
instinct has told these animals what to do when they
start seeing their breath in the mornings, and when the
-trecs you've-walked hencathhegin-to-turnhrilliant---oranges, reds and golds, and drop their leaves,
But not us wacky humans. Not content to let the outdoor adventures of summer escape into the past, we've
engineered ways to keep the fun alive year round. By
building heated, covered swimming pools and gxms, we
can now enjoy nearly every summer activity in the mid-

Sea kayaking in Baja:
the perfect Christmas present
by Clint Miller
staff writer

Ilow does spending part of Christmas break in
Mexico sound'?
It gets even better.
How about a sea kayak adventure in Baja'?
The trip, sponsored by the Boise State University
Outdoor Adventure Program and the University of
California at San Diego-Outback Adventures, take

----:..----------00D1

die of the blizzard.
The BSU Outdoor Adventure Program, intent on providing an oulIet for outdoor enthusiasts, sponsors classes
and activities for both experts and newcomers. For more
information, ca1I3H5-1374 or pay a visit to the Outdoor
'Adventure Program's Internet presence at
http://www.idbsu.edu/hper/oap.html
Kaynklng

As the weather turns chilly, head to the Boise State
University swimming pool each Sunday in November
Rock climbing
for a round of kayak water polo, or to pra~tice your
Instructor Tracy Goffwill introduce proper rock
kayak rolls.
climbing techniques to safely belay, traverse, boulder
_---The pool will he open from 5-6:30 p.m, Nov. 3, !O,--ulld-dimb,in'arock
climbing class onNov~A, II and I H
17 and 24. Admission and equipment rentals cost $2
from 6-9 p.m,
each.
All equipment, except climbing shoes, is provided.
Classes meet in the BSU Rock Climbing Gym (room
)23 of the Old Gym). Fees arc $40.
SCUBA diving
To register, call the physical education department at
A three-week class in SCUBA diving will meet twice
3H5-B74.
weekly from 6:30-10 p.m. on Tuesdays and Thursdays
adventurers-from
novices to experts-to Bahia San
Quintin in Baja, Mexico to sea kayak and whale watch
Jan. 11-19.
Baja is a great winter getaway, warm, dry, full of fantastic inlet waterways like Scammon's Lagoon, where
the California gray whales spend the winter.
The options for filling your days appear endless.
There are inactive volcanoes to climb and clams to dig,
as well as snorkeling in the warm bay waters and visiting a sea lion rookery within paddling distance.
The trip starts in San Diego, where a van will pick
participants up at the San Diego Airport on Jan. 11 and
take them to the University of California at San Diego to
pick up the sea kayaking gear. From UCSD, they will
travel by van to Enscnada for the night and then on to

pie who have worked together for some time, form a
support group and extended family. Within the coven,
all members are allowed and encouraged to grow to their
fullest potential.
The reality of witchcraft, Part II
In many covens, members take turns acting as High
Priestess or Priest so that each person is given the
chance to develop her or his leadership ability and skills
in organizing a ritual. This structure also dissuades hierarchy and ego-trips with the group.
Editor's NOll': YOIlcall read Pari I by simply liippityBecause of the strong bond that forms among covenI/(}ppily-ill~ 01110 The Arbiter Online. Here ',I' the
crs, it is often difficult for someone new to paganism to
find a coven accepting new members. An alternative to
address:
...
htip:IIwww.idhsll.edlliarhileriellrrell III()2.W61index. himl
waiting around for a spot in a coven to open up
is to join or form a circle. Circles arc like
covens
in that they contain groups of people
The most accessible way for people to explore paganwho
meet
to practice rituals and celebrate holy
ism is through practicing as a solitary. Solitary witches
days.
perform rituals alone, and feel free to make them as simCircles arc also likely to rotate leadership
ple or grand as they desire. Although the sense of comand planning responsibilities, and to remain
munity that forms in a circle or coven is something that
open to new members. Numbers and particimany people look for, a period of time as a solitary can
pants are also more likely to fluctuate.
help people to understand their
After working together for a time, a
"The
sacredness
of
the
own power and solidify their
natural world is a core circle's membership may solidify and
beliefs.
the group can decide to close itself to
It is helpful for people' new to
belief of all pagans."
new people and become an official
paganism to spend time reading
coven.
on the subject. Sage's first book
The talking Slick is passed around the circle
on the Craft was 7/1t' Spiral Dance by Starhawk.
10 the left. Everyone speaks of the people and
"As soon as I started reading," she says, "I was filled
with joy because I had resigned myself to being alone in animals they haw loved, a grandmother who
was always happy to give a hug, a child who
my spirituality. I believed in order not to sell out to
died
ill a car wreck, a cat who comforted peosomeone else's dogma, I had to live my truths alone."
ple when they cried. a father who taught his
"Realizing that l was connccted in spirit with other
.1'011 to ride a hike. There was laughter and
people was the first tangible sign of the connections 1
tears from all members of the circle as die!stoalready thought were there between everything and
ries were told. Eventually the talking Slick
everyone."
makes its way around the circle to the woman
Sage cites a wraith of information on numerous
who cast the circle
forms of pagan belief as well books on how and when to
"A1tho~~h the beings we 'vc spoken of
perform ritual.
tonight are no longer with 11.1' physically, as
long as we call tell their stories and remember,
Historically, witches have met in groups of thirteen
Ihey will be with us ill spirit ."
people called covens. Covens, usually composed of peo-

"the circle is cast"

Nov. 5-21, and conclude with a weekend dive Nov. 23
and 24. Classes meet in room 201 of the PE Annex at
BSU.
Instructors Dan Starman and Charlie Sterling will
teach boat (jiving procedures, respiration, underwater
communication and more.
Fees are $100 and certification is offered for an additional fee.
To register, call 3H5-1592.

San Quintin-the site of the first paddle adventure. After
kayaking out into the bay and finding a camping spot,
who knows what could happen'?
The cost for the bulk of the trip is $459, which
includes the kayaks, kayaking lessons, camping fees,
camping gear and other trip expenses. Not included is
round-trip airfare to San Diego (between $168 and $) 81
on Southwest or United airlines), the hotel stays in
Enscnada and San Diego, or the whale-watching boat
ride.
A non-refundable depositof $) 00 made payable fo'
BSU Outdoor Adventure Program is due Nov. 1. The
remainder is due Dec. 1.
If you are interested in this paddle and whale-spotting
adventure, contact Natalie Bartley at 853-2977.
I was raised a Methodist in the small town of Firth, in
eastern Idaho. I wasn't exactly devout, but believed
because there wasn't anything else to believe. Several
years ago, I came to the realization that Christianity did
not speak to me. It was then I entered what someone
once described to me as "the waiting place." I knew I no
longer had faith in Christianity, but had no mythology to
describe what I did believe,

OOD
CONTINUED TO PAGE8
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OOD
CONTINUED TO PAGE 8
About a year and a half ago, I read the two hooks that
led me out of thc waiting place, Thc firstwas The Great
Cosmic Motner by Barbara Mol' and Monica Sjoo. This
amazing work detailed the ancient religion of the
Goddess in many countries and ages. It also told of thc
advent of patriarchy and its effects.
The second book was Barbara Ardingcr's A WOlllall 's
Hook ofRilllals IIlId Cde/JraliOlls. Set up in a how-to
kind of way. Ardinger's text showed me how the
Goddess could form an integral part of my life. I
learned the basic tenets of paganism from that book. and
expanded on with every tome about witchcraft and the
(,mlde'ss I could get my hands on.

strong and beautiful in its own right.
Naturalism surfaces in all forms of pagan belief,
though. Pagans worship whatthcy can sec, thc trees,
water, earth, lind sky, as well as the spirit and energy
they feel in all living organisms. There is a sense of
activism within the naturalist perspective that all pagan
people can learn from.
As Sturhawk says in her novel, 711l!Fiftlr Sacred
Thing, "The Earth is our mother; we must take care of
her."
"/'111 going 10 close lire circle 1I0W unless anyone has
something else 10 add ." Tire member: shake Ilreil'lretllis

circle. Return

is different for each person who
practices it. Because there is no
authmity telling us what to
helieve' and feel, each person is
free 10 create a personal
mythology which suits her
needs.
"Everyhody has their own'
sense of spirituality," say,~
Zelia Bardsley, an artist, writer
, and pri,cticing pagan. "When I
write m make art, I express the
divine."
While there arc numerous
struclures of pagan heliefs, they
tend to fall into four very broad
calegmies: ceremonial, kitchen,
Dianic, and naturalist.
Ceremonial witchcraft tends
to he formal, struclured and
dramatic. Ceremonial groups
feature a designated lIigh Priestess and Priest . .Initiates
arc trained by the High Priestess and Priest, and arc nol
allowed to hccome fullmemhers until they have compleled a training period, usually a year and a day.
The tools of cerenwnial magic arc often lIuite stylized and ornate. They arc nol to be used for any purpose
other than a magical one.
Kitchen magic is more relaxed and accessihle.
- Kitchen witches (which I am, so fmgive me if my bias is
showing) believe the Goddcss is present not only in Ihe
cast circle, hut in all of our daily lives. There usually is
no Iligh Priestess or Pricst in groups of kitchen witches.
Memhers take turns leading, and initiates hecome members of the group as soon as they and the others feel they
arc ready.
While kitchen witches may own tools used only I'm
ritual, they arc just as likely to usc whatever is around.
The ceremonial knife, llI' athame, might he a pocket·
knife or a really great hread knife. The chalice used
might bc a crystal gol;letm someone's childhood
Snoopy thermos.
Dianic witches' primary focus is the Goddess. They
do no invoke the God in thcir rituals. Dianic witches are
usually also strongly fcminist and their organizations are
planned so as not to be hierarchical.
Dianic covens can providc safe spaces for womcn to
regain their powcr in the company of other womcn. The
world we live in is nol :;afc for womcn. According to
Sage Cara, every year as many womcn arc killed by
their partners as U.S. soldicrs lost in ihe Vietnam war.
Many women have becn hurt by the patriarchal systcm
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10 lire

East

North.

The Wheel of the Year

The Goddess Spirituality movemenl
is very much
environmental movement.
The an
sacredness
of
the natural world lies allhe core

It is possible that paganism

wc live undcr.
Naturalists may not be rcadily identificd as pagans.
They arc closely tied to environmental causes, and their
system of belicfs is one of rcalism. Naturalists belicvc
miturc is inhercntly powerful and thcre is much to bc
learncd from the natural world. In a naturalist view, a
rock or trce is not the embodiment of thc Goddess, but

lent, nnn-hierarchical, nature-revering Goddess cultures
seemed to be exactly what many were looking for, So
people began to research old rituals and legends and
come in contact with witches whose families had never
stopped practicing the Craft,
Witchcraft today consists of old and new rituals and
legends. It speaks to the Craft's diversity and openness
that anything that affirms life and respects the Earth and
her children can become part of a ritual. Every person
who enters the Craft brings with them history and talents
which enable witchcraft III grow. All who seck oneness
with nature and other people arc welcome within the

111111 sire rises and walks 10 lire East.
"/'011'<'1'.1' oj" lire
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The eight pagan holy days, or sabbals, represenlthe
llhservalillns and n:lebrali()ns of poinls along lhe Whecl
llf the Yl·ar. Thl'y alT l'!osely lil~d to lhe season in whk-h
lhl'yoccur.

belief
says
"natureof isallanpagans.
integral Sage
p;1I1of
paganism. Our relationship to the
Earth is what COllliects us aiL"
Witches do not separate lhe physical from the spiritual. Proteclion of
the environment is protection of
the Goddess. When men and
maehines strip mine a hill, Ihey arc
injuring the body of lhe Ureat
Mother.

The sabbalS recllgnize the cycles of Ihe Earlh, lhe
glllwing season, and Ihe path of the Sun. The Spring and
Fall Fquinoxes arc the days when the day and the ~lighl
achieve l'quallcngth. The SprinJ,t Equinox (March 21),
or Foslar, is the heginning of lhe growing season, when
the Irees begin 10 bud and the flowers to bloom. The
Fall E(IUhlllx (Sl'PI. 21) is the witches' Thanksgiving.
The Fall Fquinox, also called Mahon, is Ihe time to give
thanks I'm Ihe fruitful harvesl, not only fromlhe fields,
but also from our work, minds, and projecls.

While many witehes believe in
reincarnation, it is only on this
world that we live our life m lives.
The Craft docs nol teach performing good deeds to get to some
higher, beller 'tcvelof existence.
Rather ,the deed thai is good and

The SUm11ll~rallli Winter Solstices arc the longest and
shmll.st daysof lhe year, respeclively. Lltha, the
SUJllIII('I' Solstice (June 21.), represents the Sun's viclory
over the darkness. Yet after I.itha, the days begin to
shmlen once again. Yule, or lhe Winter Solstice (Dec.
21). is Ihe darkest night of the year. However, it is also
lhe day when the sun child, who will bring the return of

right merits its own integrity. As Zelia states, "I don't
lighl and warmth, is born.
havc any desire to transcend nature. I'm parlof the Earlh
The other four sabbats fallon the cross-quarler days.
and I belong on Earth."
In Celtic traditions they arc fire festivals, with huge bonNature may be seen as violent. Animals hunt with
fires IiI to celclnate them. At ClIndlenllls (Feb. I),
great ferocity and what seems like no regard fm their
whk-h comes between Yule and Eostar, the days begin
prey. However, theirs is a violence of need, nol greed.
to be noticeably longer. It is often dedicated to Brigid,
Early people asked permission of the animal spirits
lhe Celtic goddess of poetry and inspiration.
bcl'ore they began their hunt, and gave great thanks
Ucltanc (May I), coming between Eostar and Litha,
when they finished.
is a ~elebration of passion and the growing warmth. It is
Many witches (mysclf included) believe that a return
at I\eltane thai many witches dance around the Maypole,
tothe values of pre-patriarchal cultures is needed today.
weaving ribbons in colllrs which correspond tothe
If we had this respecl for and connectedthings they wish to bring into their lives.
.
.ness with nalure 1l~~:IY,the world
~
LuJ,thnaslId (Aug. I), celebrated betwcen
would be a very dillerent place.
/
\._~
I.itha and Mabon, is sometimes called
"Tlre eil'ele ;,1' o[Je" 1)/11....·
/
>
the wake of I.ugh, lhe sun god. The
"~\'l'I' h~'okell. Mlly.tllt' IlL'lIce
. . !~U{C;x::;:'
ft~ '---_
day~ beCllllle ~lllticeably shmter and
oj lire (,mldess he III 0111'
-4),(s+S::"'A.)t£.C-t-\Pr.( z
fL~'f.l
Witches beglll to turn their energy
'1m.,. "'"." ",my
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on inner growth. It is a time to
agaill. messed 1)('."
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anticipate the harvest and hope
"messed he. "
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thaI it will be bountiful.
I'e.I'I)/lIIds tire KI'OIIP.
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!lJ70s, pcoplc (especially
/,
is Ihe witches New Year.
women) began looking'
• 'b~ (
Coming between the Fall
for a new way of living
S":~._
~~4&
Equinox and Winter Solstice, the
and thinking: The hierarcl.li• ~:,Y
da~s ar~ very sl~ort and much of
cal and dommator mentality of
.
'lour tlllle IS spent In darkness. At
western civilization was bccomSamhain,it is said that the veil
ing increasingly intolerablc' for those
belwecn the worlds of thc living and the
who hoped for equality and peace. The
dead is very thin.
burgeoning fcminist and environwoo/)(/I/
IIYMAfllI/WlfAYNIThis is thc timc when witches meet to
wmenhll movements became places where people could
remcmber and honor the dead. Samhain is
meet to d.ream of: and con~t~uct a new world. Influential
.~go.od time to pay homagc not only to our friends and
research Into anCient, matnloeal cultures, such as
hllllily members who have passed over, but to the memElizabeth Gould Davis' The Firsl Sex and Merlin
ories of all the womcn and men who have bcen murStone's Wire" God WIIS a WOII/III1, showed women amI
dcred for the "crime" of witchcraft.
men a view of the world that few had scen. The non-vio-
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Clippings
complied by Rhett Tanner
Out of Doors Editor

Thirteen Is a lucky number for
Redflsh Lake sockeye
_ Thirteen came up a lucky number for endangered Snake River sockeye salmon this week, as
biologisrs counted 11 nests in Rcdl'ish Lake crealcd hy mated pairs. The fish came from a group of
120 hatchery-raised adult sockeye, released into
the central Idaho lake last month.
In tracking 15 of Ihe salmon implanted with
sonic lags prior to their release al Sockeye Bcnch "
in mid-September, Idaho Department of Fish and
Game researchers discovered 50 fish had moved
into shallow spawning areas around the lake. The
nests (called rcdds) appear as light-colored patches
on the gravel lake bonum. Like other salmon
species, sockeye bury their eggs to protect them
from predators.
-An adult sockeye female lays approximalely
200() eggs, so the potential production from 11
rcdds appears impressive. Biologists hold out hope
that more of the five-pound salmon will mate and
spawn this month in Rcdfish Lake. The 12() sockeye are the progeny of eight wild adults that
returned from the Pacific Ocean to Rcdfish Luke
In 1993. They were raised at Eagle Fish lIatchery
ncar Boise hy Idaho Fish, and Game and at Big
Beef Creek lIatchery in western Washington hy
the National Marine Fisheries Service.
The marathon migrunts have dwindled in numher chiefly due to the high mortality of juveniles,
as they lravel downstream through the eight
hydroelectric dams and reservoirs in their path 10
the ocean. Because of low numbers of returning
adults, the Fisheries Service listed Snake River
sockeye salmon as endangered ill 11)1) I. In the
same year, Idaho Fish and Game allll1'.MFS initiated captive hroudstuck programs to preserve,
enough sockeye 10 allow recovery once the uugralilln prohlem is fixed.
. /(lld Nichll/s
C'/I'III'II'lIlel'

/(""illll,

/dllho

f)1'/illl'II//I'IIIII/

Fish

winter is especially important for pheasants
hecause they live in the most intensively farmed
areas of the state, In the lasl eight years, the
department. in cooperation with landowners and
local Pheasants Forever chapters, have completed
more than 3,SOO habitat projects to henefit Idaho's
gamehirds, including pheasants. If you know of
places where the department could cost-share with
a landowner to improve pheasant hahitat, please
contact your local Fish and Game office.
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Steelhead counts encouraging
Steel head counts continue to he mostly cncoura~ing as the fall fishin~ season goes on.
l-isherics managers expect the season totnl to he
.\round 2m,OO(), compared to 202,.1 10 in 11)1)5,
The count over McNary Dam through October
17 was IJ 6,643 exceeding last year's total count
of 114,592. The current season projection is
around 120,000.
The count at Icc Ilarhor Dam of (1O,407 through
Octoher 17 has almost exceeded last year's season
count of I) 1,764. Currently about 100,O( stee
head arc projected to cross Icc Ilarhor and enl 'I'
the lower Snake River.
So far, the run at Lower Granite Dam is 70,H26
steelhead, about 2()% ahead of las I year at this
time. Total runsize is projected to he HS·()O,OOO
fish, compared to last year's 79,44H. The majority
of the steel head arc hatchery A-run, which should
provide great fall fishing. There is SOme indication
that, with their early arrival, stcclhcad may have
moved farther upriver than normal. Check with
Fish and Game regional offices for the latest creel
information.
The news for the B-run steclhcad is less
cncouruglnu. Fish managers project that about
I),()()O hatchery B-run steel head will cross Lower
Granite Dam, enough to support fishin~ and hatchcry escapement. Even so, it will be the third lowest hatchery II-run in the last II years. Ilatehery
It-runs were lower in 11)\)4-\)5 and 1995·%.
Munngcr» were initially more optimistic about
Ihe si~e of this year's B-run hased on last year's
one-ocean retul"li of B-run sleelhead, hut the fish
never materialized al lIonneville Dam. This race
of steel head primarily relurns as a two-ocean fish.

7995 FAIRVIEW
filllllll'

Despite cold rainy wcalher in many pheasanl
hunting areas, southern Idaho hunters reporled
seeing more pheasants in Il)l)(, Ihan last year.
Inlhe Idaho Deparlment of Fish and (;ame's
Southeastern Region, hioillgists reported that 11)%
was one of the two hest openers in the lasl decade.
Birds per hunter was up ahout 50'/li over Ihc.lOyear average at the Tilden Bridge and Amel'lcan
Falls check stations,
.
In the Magic Valley, hirds per hunler checked
were the highesl of anywhere in the slate.
Department hiologists reporled fewer hunters in
the field heeause of the inclement weather hut
Ihose who did venture oul found ahout 12% more
hirds than the IO-year avnage and twice as many
as Ihe 1995 opener.
Pheasanl hunting in the Treasure Valley was
similar 101995 and the IO·year average,thougl~
some hunters reported finding good numh~rs of
hirds in areas with heller hird hahitat. Quail and
chl.kar populations continue to he the hri.ght Sl~ot
for hird hunters in the Southwestern Reglllll WIth
quail numhers al the highest level in re.e~nt years
and chukar numhers good in most traditIOnal hunt·
ing areas.
- Ilahiial continues to he a hig prohlem for all
Idaho upland game hirds, especially pheasanls.
The need for adequate escape cover during the

Selected well and groundwater
chemistry data compiled for the
Boise River Valley
Sell-cted information from 1)()2 wells and chemical analyses of 1157 waleI' samples colketed
from January 11)1)()through ()ecemhl~r 11)1)5are
compiled in a new report hythe LIS Geological
Survey (If the LIS Department of the Inlerior. The
reporl was prepared in cooperation with the Idaho
Departnll'ntof lIeallh and Welfare's Division of
Envil'llnmental Quality.
Analyses include physical properties and concentrations of nutrients, bacteria, major ions,
selecled trace clements, radon·222, volatile organic c()mpounds and pesticides. This information
was collected as part of a larger study, which
hegan in Octoher 1992, to determine the nature
and extent of groundwater contamination in the
Boise River Valley.
Copies of this report, Open· File Report 1)6-246,
"Selected Well and ('round·Water
Chemistry Data
from Ihe Boise River Valley, Southwestern Idaho,
19()O·I)5," hy DJ. Parliman, arc availlihle for
inspection at the Boise office of the US Geol~lgical
Survey (23() Collins Road, 3H7- DOO). Ordering
information may he ohtained from the US
Geological Survey Information Services, Box
252H6, Denver Federal Center, Denver, CO
H0225-0()4tl.
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BSU residence halls arc looking for volunteers to he part of their
escort service program. The escorts would he on call on various
nights during the week to walk students back to the residence halls
from late night classes or study sessions.
Residents interested in applying should stop hy the front desk in
their individual halls and ask for an application. Students will be subjcct to an interview by hall council members. Their background is
also subject to a criminal check.
Residents interested in a late escort home from class should call
their hall's front desk for hours and details.

"Rake up Boise" coming up
Student organizations still looking for community service projects
can join other Boiscans for the t t th annual "Rake up Boise." The
project was designed to help Boise's elderly and disabled citizens
rake up their yards in the fall.
Groups interested in participating can call the Boise
Neighhorhood Housing Services Inc. at 343-4065 to sig!) up. This
year's event will he sponsored hy the City of Boise, Browning Ferris
Industries, First Securtity Bank, KBOI 67 AM, KBCI Channel 2
Television, Idaho Power, Saint Alphonsus Hospital and BNIIS.
Recyclable hags will he provided the City of Boise and Browning
Ferris will pick up full hags.

Deadbeat parents soon face
problems if behind on support
A second warning for deadheat parents was issued last week hy
the Bureau of Child Services, a hranch of the state Department of
Health and Welfare. Specifically targeted were parents who arc more
than $2,000 or three months hehind in child support. According to
the Ilealth and Welfare, "There are t t ,O()OIdaho parents who collectively owe $1 (1) million in overdue support."
Begining Jan. I, 11)97, the state can suspend licenses and permits
of parcnts who have not made payments or arrangements to satisfy
the deht.
"It is simply not acceptahle for a pllrent not to pay their child support contract," said Judy Brooks, administrator of welfare programs.
The Idaho law is similar to one instituted by the 43 other states. It
is tlJ(: only one, howevcr, to address the issue of visitation disputes.
As long as payments areheing made visitation should be granted
unless there are mitigating circumstances. Those rcceiving a warning
leller are urged to contact their case worker.
'
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Students, urged to walk out
by Amber Cockrum
Special to The Arbiter

On Friday, Nov. t at It :00 a.m., colleges and
universities across the state of Idaho will be holding a walk-out.
A march to the capitol steps has heen organized
Boise State University has been invited to submit nominations for
for Boise State students to show their support in
the Minority Leaders Fellowship Program based in Washington, D.C.
the heated battle against the t percent initiative.
Ethnic minority students from across the country will be selected
BSU students are asked. to walk out of their
to participate in this cxpcricntiul und academic-based program
classes and assemble in'iile quad, where a march
designed to provide talented and motivated ethnic students thc opporwill be led by ASI3SU President Dan Nabors and
tunity to investigate various aspects of governance and leadership.
To be eligible for selection, a student must be at least a sophomore
ingoodacademic~andin&aU$.cit~enorpermane~residen~and
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Residence halls looking for
escort service'volunteers

;~-

----~-...---~--~~EWS

Minority Leaders Fellowship
Program seeks nominations

a member of one of the following minority groups: AfricanAmerican, Asian-American, Hispanic/Latino, Native American, or
Pacific Islander. Candidate also must demonstrate personal initiative
and an active role in campus or community affairs with a desire to
serve the broad welfare of the community and the nation.
Boise State students should contact thcir academic college dean or
department chairperson, or thc Office of the Vice President for
Student Affairs at 3HS- t 41 H, for additional information about the
Minority Leaders Fcllowship Program.

.-

Vice President Stuth Adams. The march will rake
them.down.Capitol Boulevard, straight to the capitol steps where a rally will be held.
Nabors stresses that demonstrations arc nota
common occurrence for this university, but he
encourages as many students at possible to participate in the event.
Letters have heen sent to the deans and chairmen of all campus departments, notifying them of
the walk-out. Most were supportive of the demonstration.

E a r Iy 5now
. f'aII couIdn't
bUst'hempes
f t-Iva I

by Dan Kelsay
Staff Writer

The industrial-strength message of hemp as a
textile wasn't confined to just the
cxhihitors. Seated on her blanket while weaving
strands of hcmp yarn into a leash for her puppy,
Orion, l n-ycar-old Sarah Stevens was eager to
spread the good neWs.
_
Making it dear that she wasn't at the park just
10 hang out, Stevens said.plainly, "I'm here to
make a statement." She hegan extolling the many
virtues of hemp. Stevens then posed the question
of why our society doesn't usc it as an alternative
resource ..
Trying to answer this question, while asking a
few of his own, was the one-man band performing
on thc Bandshell's stage. In a style reminiscent of
the '60s anti-war demonstrators, the singer-guitarist from Florida belted out politically motivated
songs condemning the government and big business for hindering the commercialization of hemp.
Although the organizers and promoters of the
fair focused on a unified message stressing hemp's
ever-broadening ecological benefits, connection to
the illegal consumption of marijuana couldn't he
snuffed out.
.
With the occasional scent of burning cannabis
wafting through the day's chilled air; it was evident that a portion of the crowd had a more recreational agenda planned for tlie versatile plant.
Backing this viewpoint were baby boomers
Steve Mannan and John and Gretchen Kennedy.
They were among the self-described "mellow
gallery" advocating legalizing marijuana for personal pleasure.
Although the threesome agreed hemp could
play an important role in resolving some of our
country's economic and ecological problems, they
wanted personal usc of marijuana decriminalized,
"It should he left up to the people to vote on,"
Marman said, while munching on a hemp-seed fig
har. Gretchen, who is concerned about smoke-related health risks, hopes legalizing pot will bring its
cost down. She feels this would make eating marijuana an economical altern:\tive lind thereby alleviate the hazards associated with pot smoking.
Explaining why she thought marijuana should
he available for drug usc, Kennedy, an anthropology majol', stated, "There have always heen hallucinogenics around. We're not capahle of maintain·
ing our sanity without mental releases."
The part hemp, or marijuana, will play in this
culture's future, he it industrial or recreational, is
heing shaped hy grass-root festivals like the Boise
Eco-Fair. In this election year, voters may wanllo
consider candidates sympathetic to their heliefs on
this issue.
Or, as one timcly T-shirt proclllimed:
"Role/I!emp 'lJ6"

-_._-----_ ...._~---- complete

Without a cop in sight, only an occasional snow
shower attempted to discourage celehrations at the
lIemp Festival Oct. II) at the Julia Davis
Bandshell.
Billed as "Earth lIealing Gathering and Hemp
Festival," the Boise Eco-Fair created a '60s style
atmosphere which attracted a curious crowd of
about 200.
The fair, which had scheduled speakers for salvage logging lind other' regional environmental
issues, was sponsored by Northern Rockies
Preservation Project, BSU Students for
Environmental Education and Preservation, the
Salmon River Coalition, and the International
Community Action Network.
Focusing on ecological and industrial possibilitics, the fair's celebration of hemp as a textile promotcd high interest among the mostly non-trnditional turnout. Although a wide range of age
groups were represented, the majority of the gathering was under 20 years old.
Laid-back hippie attire knew no age restriction.
Tic-die shirts, tleece sweaters and funky hats were
the order of the day. Kids sporting flower painted
faces chased balloons across the grass, while
hacky sackers tested their coordination ncar a bus
reminiscent of the Partridge family.
Aligned on the grass ridge in front of the
Bandshell were nearly a dozen makeshift booths
selling a variety of hemp products. Ilats, hags, and
T-shirts adorned the metal and wood fubricnted
shelters.
Chris Cunningham operated one such station.
Hocking decals, stickers and wallets, he pointed
out that the products represented at the hooths
were just a"small example of the ecological henefits" from utilizing hemp.
With deforestation issues close to local hearts,
Cunningham said he thought tlie hemp industry
"should he a hig deal here in Idaho." lie advocated
the industrial uses of hemp, although admilling the
association with marijuana holds hack its pmgress.
Also promoting the ecological message was
Eric Johnson and his t (lH1 VW pickup. Other than
needing a shot ,If diesel fuel to start, the trul:k runs
exclusively on hemp oil. Johnson, who works at a
Garden City auto shop, claims the VW gets 40 to
SO miles per gallon hurning the plant derivative.
Ilowever, hecause of the restrictions placed on
hemp gmwing in this country, the cost or
Johnson's fuel runs ahout $60 per gallon. lie
would like to sec hemp commerdalization in order
to bring down prices, therehy offering a suhstitute
to fossil fuels.
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Techni~ally Speaking
offers up data. bytes
~anKelsay

to Writer

Trade show
Expo '96, sponsored by a handful of computer manufactures and
the BStJ Bookstore, took place at the Student Union Building Oct.
10 and 11.
Representatives from Apple and Zenith computers made themselves uvnilahlc, answering questions and promoting their new products, Also key were new software bundles and lower student pricing.
Although l lcwclctl-Puckurd was also one of the Expo's sponsors,
the Hoisc-hnscd company did not send a representative to the show.
I,enith, weighing in for pes, louted a new partnership with
Microsoft. This enahled Zenith to include a wide range of popular
software titles with their Pentium computers. Windows 1)5, MS
Office Professional, Bookshelf and a slew of games create a tempting package.
Of considerable note is the inclusion of an auto-recover disk and'
training materials on the usc of the systems and its software-essential for the novice user. Top this off with Zenith's student financing,
currently under 1.1 percent, and students may find an offer too good
to refuse.
Not to he outdone, Apple 'works hard to keep the educational
market from slipping throughjts fingers. Despite suffering some
recent setbacks, the innovative computer company is gearing up for
a major offensive.
No longer sending the "end-of-life" products to schools, the
Apple representative promised colleges would start receiving computers coming off the line first, or perhaps machines that haven't
even-been offered to the public yet.
Apple also includes a number of software titles with their computers, although not quite as many as Zenith. As for pricing, Apple
has placed BStJ at their top agreement level, allowing students to
purchase below federal price levels.
For further information and demonstrations of these products,
check out the BStJ Bookstore in the SUB.

NEWS
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For those wanting to take advantage of BStJ's Internet connection, be sure to check with the computer laboratory's policies before
installing software of this type on your computers.
Computer owners living in the residence halls, who enjoy a free
Internet connection, should certainly consider this option as a way to
stay in touch with family and friends hack horne, while keeping
long-distance costs in check.
Using programs of this type to send voice across the campus' network poses no problems. According to the Data Center's network
engineer, Brian McDevitt, the voice data packets ure routed directly
to the campus's '1'1 line, which remains under-utilized.
However, due to their poor performance during high-traffic periods, McDevitt warns against using voice-carrying programs at noon'
during the week. The TI line usually reaches its peak saturation
level at this time due to students and teachers checking their e-mail
during lunch breaks. Otherwise, the programs provide excellent
capabilities.

WordPerfect disappearance
As of April I, BSU is no longer a licensed carrier for
WordPerfect. This may seem like a had April fool's joke to some,
hut when WordPerfect was purchased by Corel Inc. the new owners
opted not to renew any of their site licenses:
Although Wordl'crfcct now comes in a beefed-up software suite,
at an educational price of $39, the door has been opened for
Microsoft and their word processor, Microsoft Word.
Since new PC computers ordered hy BStJ usually include
Microsoft Word. thisdocs provide Bill Gates and company an
,Idvantage in overtaking the once-venerable WordPerfect.
Licensing administrators for the Data Center concur and add that
changing over 10 a new word processor has not created problems. In
fact. they said most instructors welcomed ~he change because of
Worll's ability to better inlegrate with software applications they
already usc ..-Excel. Pnwcrl'oint and Access.
('orelmay indeed face an uphill hattie if it hupcs to fend off the
circling sharks now rluu WordPerfect's blood 1'I0ws freely in cducaIionnl waters.

Free long distance
For computer users wishing to curb their ever-growing long-distance hills. help can come in the form of communications software
found on the World Wide Web,
Freetel is one of a number of programs that can carry real-time
voice conversations utilizing the Internet. The program can be
downloaded at no charge from http://www.freetel.com.
The application works by using the microphone and speakers
attached to your computer and those of the party you wish to call. If
you don't have a microphone or speakers, don't worry; you can
carryon a two-way conversation by simply using the computers'
keyboards. Either way, there arc no costs associated with the call
other than those already charged by your Internet provider.
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Basques and Boise state
Community enjoys largest population of minority outside of Europe
BSU students

~y Joe__
R~lk
sfiiffW"ter

in Euskadi

Walking around Boise doesn't evoke a
. sense of being surrounded by minorities.
Yet the City of Trees plays home to the
largest concentration of Basques outside
of thcir native lands in northeast Spain
and southwest France, called Euskadi,
"People arc aware of the Basques, but
people aren't aware of who exactly is
Basque," says BSU student Ryan
Schaffner,
himself of
Basque
decent. .
Though
they blend in
with other
European
people in
White Bread
America,
Basques
posses their
own nonCaucasian
language and
history,
which predates the Roman Empire. They even feuturc genetic differences, ineluding distinct skeletal peculiarities, and arc the
probable originators of Ihe RII negative
blood factor. No one knows where they,
or their mysterious language, Euskaru,
comes from.
"The Basque history is lost in antiquity, purely a matter of historical specula"
tion.' according 10 The Hasqucs In Idaho
hy Pat Bictcr. One thing is clear, howeycr: they maintain a unique culture, scpnrate 1'1'0111 the Caucasian trihes which settied most of the rest of Europe around
Ihem.
It is this distinclness which wntinues
to hring Ihcl11logcther, cvcn in far-otT
Idaho. According tothc J!)IJO ccnsus (thc
last ccnsus to otTer a scparate catcgory
for this cthnicity) 5,5H7 Idahoans claim
Basque anccstry. Ilowever, many in thc
Basquc community cstimate a higher
number, 'as much as 7,500 to 30,000.
Ahout half of Idaho's Basques live in
Ada County (2,242), and the majority of
those rcside in Boise (1,/l6H). Boisc
boasts many Basque festivals, a Basque
muscum, and a troop of Basque dancers
who tour "allover the world,"
. Cathy Clarkson is one such dancer.
Shc also learned 10 play thc txistu, a
recorder-typc instrument, while studying
in the Basque town of Oiiati, part of
I\StJ·s studics abroad program. Aftcr 14
years of playing the txistu for thc BoisehascdOinkari Basquc Dancers, Clarkson
rcmains cnthusiastic about Basquc culture. Whcn askcd why she dccided to
emhrace Basquc tradition, shc explains
that "il emhraccd mc,"
The kickcr-Clarkson
is not Basque.
".
1 ••
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Josie Bilbao, who oversees BSU's'
International Programs, says it's not
unusual for students who go on the
Basque overseas study program to
"become Basque," Of the two to five students who choose to study the Basque
language each semester on the program
(most go for Spanish), Bilbao says at
least one is non-Basque', Bilbao says

these students arc "not Basque by blood,
hut Basque in spirit,"
Brooke Gambrell, who isn't Basque,
lived with a Basque family for a year
while she studied in San Sebastian (the
current location of the BSU program).
Though shc originally went to study
Spanish and travel, shc soon found herself "much more aware" about politics in
gcncrnl, and Hasquc history and culture
in pari icular.
Ililhao says thc experience provided
an eye-opener even for students with a
I\asquc hackground.
"Studcnts Wille hack ul1lrcrslal1lling
the wmplcxity of thc situation, inslcad of
saying it should hc this way or that way.
I.ikc Plato, they rcalizc they know nothing."
Though many studcnts usc the program to travel and learn Spanish, others
go to retrace thcir roots and discover thcir
hcritage.
"The first and second generations
were Irying to blend in, but now we'vc
come to a timc when most of us arc third,
maybe fourth generation, and we'rc
assimilated into U.S. cultllre. Yct we'rc
very lucky to have this cohesive and
active Basque community in Boisc that
helps us kecp thc culture alive and maintain hridges with thc Basquc country,"
says Bilbao, also a Basquc.
John Bietcr, who's writing a book
ahout youth intcrest in Basquc heritage,
notcs this intcrcst isn '(unusual-hc
calls
it "third generation phcnomena,"
Stcphanie IIza, a quarter Basque who
came to BSU from Ncvada, got to know
hcr relativcs whilc panicipating in thc
Basque program.
"It's incredihlc how much of a diffcr..
eJlcciLm:IlJc.bctwccnJ'amilies."
says IIza.

rule following a civil war in the 1870s,
She says part of BSU's appeal was its
where the Basques paid for supporting
Basque community.
the failing side. As retribution for their
"The Basque community in Elko is a
support of Loyalist forces in another civil
lotlikeherc, but smaller ... 1 did [Basque 1
war (1936-39), the Fascists uprooted the
dance at home and I do want to keep
. oak tree in the town of Gernika, long a
dancing," says ltza.
symbol of Basque liberty. If Gcrniku
Bilbao says the Basque community
sounds familiar, maybe it's because a bar
draws students to BSU, but a large part of
of the same name thrives on the corner of
the Basque student population remains
Capitol Boulevard and Grove Street in
home grown.
Boise.
"Since there's such a large number of
Though oppression of Basque culture
Basques here, it goes to say that there's
has lessened since fascist dictator
going to be a large representation in our
Francisco Franco died in 1975, the call
university," says Bilbao.
for Basque independenee, and resulting
She says creating a Basque student
tension between the Basque and Spanish,
group would be redundant, considering
continues
today.
the amount of Basque groups and
"You can feel it when you get there,
resources already in Boise.
that there is an internal war going on,"
The university docs offer Basque lansays Gambrell. Her host parents didn'tlct
guage courses, though not regularly.
her go to school on days they knew proBilbao says that's because "there aren't
independence demonstrations eould get
enough students from BSU's perspecnasty.
One of Gambrell's classmates hud
tive," She would like to sec Boise State
rocks
thrown
at her bus, and bombings
get more involved, especially since the
occurred
"during
the whole course of the
Basque government covers the teacher's
year," A small minority of Basques aren't
salary.
content with demonstrations and resort to
Boise State is also selling the groundviolent terrorist activities.
work for an ESL institute, which would
Gambrell describes the sometimes turinclude native Basqucs and other foreign
Indent
political climate as strangely out
students from June 16 to July 25, 1997.
ofplaec given the beautiful surroundings
Bilbao feels cautiously optimistic
of San Sebastian. She says the pro-indoabout a future Basquc studies minor, but
pendcncc
movement is
strongest with
thc 30- 10 ,W·
year-old agc
group.
"I never )'",\

adds it would take "some innovative programming to make it affordahle,"
"Thcre's been support hcre," says
Bilbao, pointing to her hcart, "hut none
from here," shc continucs, pointing to hcr
pockcts.

Beautiful country,
violent politics
Allracted originally hy the lure or
California's gold rush, and silvcr riches
il~Nevada. Basques hcgan moving to the
American Wcsl--~Iargcly Idaho, Nevada,
Oregon, and California··-en massc. in thc
late IH70s. Factors at IHlml' also contrihulcd tothc migration, induding thc
tradition of passing land on to onlyonc
son or daughlcr, and oppressivc Spanish

into any hCOl\('(1
political discu,,·
sion in till' dis·
cos ... the )'lIlIlli
don't seem III
he as ada 11101111. "
says Gamlnell.
Itza says slil'
didn't cxpCl'1
the cxtcnl III
political
activism.
"Every single night without fail there was somc
manifestation-rallies,
marches, dcmonstrations--about
independcnce or against
the violcnce that it's creating," says Itza.
Though the program stresses studcnls
stay out of politics, Itza found involvcmcnt difficult to abstain from, sincc hcr
own cousins where trying to avoid serving in the military.
"A lot of Basquc kids arc in prison
hccausc thcy refused to scrve in Spain's
mi.litary," says IIza. She says therc arc
ways around military servicc-going
tn
thc university or olher national service
hUI that "it's tough to gcl out of,"
Despitc the air of political turmoil.
, Itza says, "Therc arc just as many pcopk
against independencc as thcre arc fnr it.
A lot of peoplc arc just !ired of il and
want pcace,"
'(, I '\
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Perot plays the dark horse
~Y..~. ~~"_~i,onRamirez
News Editor
II. Ross Perot has made some significant changes
since the last time hc ran for president. lIowever, the
Texas billionaire's tunc remains the samc-- repair the
nation's deficit and get the nation up and running like a
good corporation.
The biggest move Perot has made since thc '92 e1eclion has been adopting a party platform. Perot is now the
presidential candidate of the Reform Party. While he
helped found the party he was not automatically its candidate for the presidency. The party held its own nominations, primaries and even a national convention. Perot
clinched his party's nomination, not unexpectedly.
The Reform has fielded candidates locally, in
Caldwell and Riggins. They arc expected to support the

party's efforts to reform government and defend and
uphold the "the right of every qualified American voter
to full and equal participation in the electoral process."
The Reform platform also promises to "present candidates who tell the truth and do not try to put political
spin on that truth."
When Perot ran his '92 campaign 'hc was accused of
trying to buy the presidency. Now, with the Reform
Party, he has pledged to spend only $50,OOll out of his
own pocket. The rest he w.ill raise from donations. lie
has also accepted taxpayer money to run this time.
Whilc it's contrary to his original stand, he now takes
that money because it is freely donated by taxpayers
when they filc their federal income tax forms.
On the issues, the billionaire attacks the tax breaks
promised this year by both Clinton and Dole as efforts to
gain the presidency. According 10 the Perot campaign,
the other candidates leave the toughest sacrifices in bud-

Does your vote really count?
How the Electoral.College works

get cuts "until (he later years of their agenda." This causes their promises to get scrapped after two or threc
years.
"We need a plan that can be enacted and executed
while the elected official is in office," reads Reform
Party literature.
Perot also intends to uttack corporate welfare. Large
American corporations arc often given money by the
U.S. government, to promote their products abroad.
Campbell's Soup receives money to push its products in
Argentina, lind the liSA Rice Federation helps promote
Uncle Ben's Rice. The Reform campaign claims that,
"Mr. Perot and the candidates of the Reform Party cannot be bought by the special interests and will work to
end 'corporate welfare."
Thc presidential hopeful also promises to mukc the
damaged Medicare system his top priority.-
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EASTLAKE

FOR ADA COUNTY HIGHWAY DISTRICT
In case you haven't heard yet, We The People do not elect the president directly.How the Electoral
College works confuses many an undergraduate.
Idaho has only four electoral votes. This number is determined by the number of U.S. Senators, plus
the number of representatives in the U.S. House. Each political party selects four electors, from among
those who have contributed work to the party, to vote for the candidates from that party,
All electoral votes must be cast for the candidate who wins by at least a 50-percent-plus-! vote of the
people. In other words, if just over 50 percent of Idahoans vote for Dole, he will get lOll percent of
Paid by Eastlake for ACHD
Idaho's electoral votes, cast by the electors chosen by the Republican Party. Because of these rules, ,
Committee, JohnMedlin, Treasurer
Electoral College results can be tallied immediately after the general election, although the College itself
does not meet to vote until much later. The official results of the election arc announced in Congress in
early January. -Kale Dell. Editor ill Chic]
,., . II11L:=========================dJ

I'd appreciate
your vote on
November 5!
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If 1 Percent Initiative costs BSU
S 16 million, students may pick up tab
economics, hut is also about "returning powcr to the
people tn decide how much they're going tn he taxed."
"The only people who can object to that philosnphical point arc those who think the people ought to be the
I Percent hackers advoc.uc ti'anskrring what they
servants rather than the masters nl' govcrnment," conclaim is an unfair financial burden off the shoulders of
eludes Daltnli,
property tax owners. But who will pick up the millions
But BSlJ economics professor Dick Payne says while
of dollars in revenue xhortfal]? Most analysts agree that
sales and income taxes dip down during hard l'conomil'
Iinunciallv strapped students will he tapped to pick up al
times, property taxes remain far less vulnerable III
kasl some of the slack.
changing times.
Hvcn l.aird Maxwell, with Idahoans for Tax Reform,
Payne says people should think Illllg and hard before
l'IlIll'l'\ks the initiative docs not prulcct Iligher education
sl'rapping a property tax sysll'rn lhat "has hcvn a stable
11011111II1dil1~:
,'lIb, Maxwell argul's that suulcntx will
source Ill' revenue tor Sdl11"ls and local g,l\TlIllllent."lk
hl'ndil 111'111
lower rents and a 1110rl'ctf'icicnt and alll'nexplnins till' sales, incoml', anJ property tax(S wllrk
Ii,,' ulli\ I'lsil~ if Ihl' initiati\l' passl's (Set' Ocl. 2, page
together like thrct' kgs of;\ lable, CUllillg otT (lnc It'g llf
7),
tlw chair, he warns, could upsel a fl,lgile balallcc "thai
Thi, P"I\'lltiall1l'\\' bllldl'l1l'llIlll'S 10 sludenls at a timl'
has wllrked fllr a hlllg tirne,"
\\ h"11luilion Skyllll'kl'ts altwin' thl' rall' of innalillll, ,12
Payne says fednal wasle ,lIlJ misrnanagern\'lit have
1'\'11'1'111
sinn' I'lIN nationally. IlSlJ's coslcll'l'lup
unfairl~' given stall' alld h'c,d g,,\'ernrnCnl ,I had name,
allothn S 1·\0 Ihis yl'ar. r-.lall~'slu\it'nls sa~' thl'V all' harl'"Idah(l has d(l11I' a prl'lIy J,UIl g"",I.'"h ,,\ 11\Ill;: \\ ilhlll
1\ nlaking it a, It is.
hudgets alld 11\ill!, I'l be juJiciolb \' Ilh 1.1\ j'.l\ "I
"Thl'sl' ,Ill' IIIII trad ili,111;11
,tudl'nts \\ III"l' parl'nls all'
nllllley,"
pay ing fOllhl'm to go 10 col kgI', Thl'sl' arc pl'ople that
"Ill'ally qUl'sli"1l th,ll there is Inl'ugh Lit ,lr \\ ;lsle tll
arc paying Iheir own way, Ihl'se arc I',ullilks that havl'
make up for lhe sh(llll,i11 that would h' C,llbnl h\' till' 1
I'ull-liml' jnhs, who arl' Ilying to bettl'r themsl'lvl's
Percent," l"'llll'nd' 1',Iy nco
.
Iluough l'dul'ati\ln," says ASIlSlIPresident
Dan Nahors,
Paynl' is als\1 ,kq'II(,11 :iooulthc Ilurnhns hllth sides
,.\ similar initiativl' in Oregnn, Mcasure 5, passl'll in
in Ihe Ikhatl' ha\c llseJ.
I'Nll, I'ml·in/!. IIniwrsitil's to opl'late on a bud/!.l't nf
"ThllSl' Ilumha, arl' ;IS good:\' \\ c\ l' gllt, and
alllllit $hllll llIillinn a yl'ar, ahnut $2110 IIIill ion less than
lhey're nllt g<l\l'l." s;lys P3)·nc.
Ihl'y would haw had witlllllllthe Illt'aSurl'. Thnse l'Uts
If the I Percl'nllnitiativc pa.~Sl'Stht'rl' will he nnl'asy
I'lirllinatl'l1 \)0 pwgrallls statewilit' and sent 11,000
way tn ahsllrh the rn l'nuc loss; either hy raising otht'r
t lrl'gl)n studl'nls \In a mass l'X\Hlus out of the slatl' to
taxl'S III cuttillg /!.(l\nllrnent, according 1" Idahll (iov,
\lthn sdlllols, indudin~ IlSlJ, Tuitinn was raised ~O perPhil Ball,
l'l'nl~ahnut $I,21111highl'r· ·as a It'sult nf the measure.
Ball, who caTllt' out agaillst thl' illitiative hack in
BSll Plesidl'llt Charles Rudl says the initialivl' cllulJ
March, estimates the slate \I ill havc to add a 3 perccllt
l'IISt IlSll $1 h, I millitln, RUl'h says Ihis \\tluld me;1ll a
hike to Idahll's 5 pcrcellt sales tax, nr a 50 perccnt
2S I'l'rn'nt rl'duction in elll'llllml'nt, m dllSing tlul:e of
increase in incomc taxcs, In make' up fIll thc revenue
BSll's si\ academic colleges and Ihe athletil' pr\)gram,
,ll\lrtfall. Rankin says CUlling governmenl TIlaynot he
III a 7~ I",rcl'nt hikl' in student fel'S nl'xt fall.
easy, bUI il is possihle, and a "mailer \11'priInitialive sponsor Rtln Rankin says Ihal's simply not
mitizing."
Irul', I k l'laillls the tntall'osts It' puhlic sdllll)ls \\ould
Whelher it pa"cs m 110t,wide popularity
bl' ;\b\lIlt::; !·Ill millitln, nnl even d\)se to 11ll'S22~ mil·
for Ihe iniliative Ihis year (around 50 perli'1I11',limall'd by the statl' Tax Cnmmis.~ion.
cent) dwarfs a similar measurl' defeated in
V,'lns havl' bl'l'n lklugl'd with a pkthora of infl)rma'1)2, which was defealed hy a 2-\ margin, If
lilln 1'111111
holh sidl's, much of It conlradictorv. Fm
this suppml dl)esn't lead to Ihe initiative's
instanl'l', thl' m,'st basil: qu,'stion of till' deha·te. ho\\
success, then property tax relief will cernlllch till' initiativl' will cost, is itself highly cIHllcsted.
tainly become a major issul' for till' legislaFigur,'s Jallg,' helwl'en S I~ll million III close t\l S300
lure next session-again.
million.
In '<)5 Ihl' legislature provided S,IO mil"1 just Il'cently estimatl'd thallhe actual cost will
lilHI in plllpl'rty t;1\ relief and set a 3 perbl' ...a Illtal of almut S2·l') million," says Allen Dalton, an l'ent annual cap on budgets supported hy
l'Cllnl\ll1ks lecturer 011 BSll.
pwperty taxes. BUI I Percent supporters say
But Dalton says till' revenue loss can be partially
Ihal's far short of relief promised in '1),1
madl' up hy Ihl' saml' pwperly tax cut Ihatcaused Ihe
c!cctilHI year campaign rhetoril'.
slllHtfal1 in thl' first place. lie says cutting propl'rty taxes
Repuhlicans pwmised in their Contract
will raisl' corpolall' prnl'its, disptlsabk incollll', and
With Idalw In remnve mainll'nance and
\kmand fl1rpn'perty, whidl will, respe"tivc!y, con·
nperalions from Incal schmll prnpl'rty taxl'S,
IIilllile 1\1 increa,ed slatl' revenues in inl'ollle, sales and
"They'vl' hll'ken their \\lllO," savs
plllpl'rly taxes, lie also says lowering the cos I of dllin/!.
R;lnkin,
.
business will c\lntribute to higher economic glllWlh,
ASBSU has voiced stlllllg OIndearly
\\hICh, while mtlllerate, means more taxahle incomc in
opposilion to the initialive hy unanimously
thl' Itlng run, Dalton claims the stale Tax Commission
passing Scnat\.' Resolution 1. whidl details
doesn't account flir these facl;Hs whcn they compile
why the senate feels the I Perecnt Initiative
thl'ir estimates.
would have a detrimenlal effect lln nsu,
Dalton says the I Percl'nl Initiative isn't jusl ahoul
ASn~U has also held rallies (sec Sept. 18).
I

published "No \ 'Ii, Initiative" fliers, and registered well
over 1,000 students to vote.
AShSlJ President Dan Nabors says the success of the
registration drive is due largely to student concerns over
education budget cuts. lie says ASBSlJ opposition to
the measure reflects the general mood of the campus,
"Once a student is informed on the actual importance
10 Ihe slate of Idaho, and to education, and to (hemSl'JWS, I haven't heard one student say they'd be in favor
of Ihe I Percent," says Nabors,
But an initiative popular with around half of Idaho's
vllters must have SOl11esupporters on a campusof more
than IS,O(H) students. These students can't he overjoyed
'with the al11nul11of attention, ailll student funds, t\SBSll
is giving the issue.
Should sludent governl11ent be involved in political
matlets hl'ynnd the jurisdiction of the l'amJlus, nr slHllJld
it remOlin pnlilically ill'utml, out of n"pecl for students'
ahility to study Ihe issues and decide on tlwir own'? This
111I1'stillnWOlSraised when t\SBSll passnl a resolutioll
two yl'ars ago, in lIpposition to the ICA's anti-special
rights/anti·gay rights initiative,
Nabnrs and many student senatorsarguc that in situations where politics have a direct effect on education and
Boise State, the ASBSlJ has not only a right, hut a
"respllnsihility and obligation" to enter the political
;~rena, especially when the issue cuts across partisan
lines, like the 1 Pcrcent Initiative,
Nabors says he's not against the idea of property tax
relief, butllppllses "this initiative because it is so pOlldy
wrillen," lie says the complexity of properly tax relief
relJuires l110re investigation by a larger group llf people
than the nanow group proposing the I Percent.
"It's not tOll late to register to vole, even on the lasl
: day," emphasizes Nabors.
Indeed, according to political science professor James
Weatherby, "In a close race like this, mobilizing the student vllte could be very significant."

HIGHER SOURCE
P.O. BOX 986 .
EAGLE 10 83616
939·9839
1·800-508-9839
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Proposition 2:
Term Limits .Initiative asks
legislature to call convention the bear facts
by Kate Bell
Editor-in-chier
lncumbcnt extras such as PAC money, franking priviiL'gl~S,and free Irips home, all contribute to increased
visibility a/llI--.l}O percent of the time--to re-election.
On Nov. 5, voters will decide if term limiting constitutes
the best way 10 help challengers tackle incumbents,
(·ilil.cns for Federal Term Limits-Idaho
Campaign,
a non-partisun, non-profit organization dedicated to
passing the Idaho Congressional Term Limits Initiative,
submitted petitions with more than 43,(l(l(l signatures on
July 5 to the Secretary of State, qualifying the IlJ%
('ongrcssional Term Limits lnitiutivc for the Nov. 5 hal101. The initiative would limit U.S. Representatives to
three terms, and U.S. Senator» to two.
A constitutional amendment to.limit fcdcrul luwmakCIS' terms would require a bipartisan, two-thirds vote in
each chamber of Congress. Thirty-eight state lcglslaturcs
would then have to rati fy the proposed amendment.
Campaign chairwoman Danna Weaver said, "Longterm career politicians in Washington have mortgaged
America's future with a mountain of debt for a bloated,
intrusive and expensive federal burcnucracy. Our citizens arc saddled with excessive taxes and red tape with
no hope of change. Our system of governmentnel~ds the
fundamental reform that term limits will provide,"
While the president of tho United States remains
term-limited, memhers of the U.S. I louse and Senate are
nol. According to the Citizcnsfor Federal Term
I.imits--Idaho Campaign, for the last 20 yeurs, more
than !{Opercent of all Senate and lJOpercent of all Iiouse
incumhents have heen reelected. The Citi~cnsfor
Federal Term Limits hope their initiative will level the
playing field for challengers. More than 25 million
Americans have already voted for term limits for their
federal lawmakers.
The initiative would require U.S. senators and representatives, as well as state legislators, t\l push along passage of an amendment to the U.S. Constitution placing IZ-year term limits on federal lawmakers. If memhers of the Idaho congressional delegation' fail to support
term limits, this information will he printed next t() their
name on the next election ballot. This sarlctionwould
also apply to any state legislators who docs not support
making application to Congress to call a convention for
proposing amendments to the constitution. Non-incumhents who decline to sign a pledge to help pass the
Congressional Term Limits Amendment would have a
similar notation next to their numes on the ballot.
John Frcemuth, BStJ associate professor of political
science, says it would he "stupid" to have such statements next to candidates' names. "Where would it
stop'?" he asked, suggesting that other groups may want
similar statements concerning other issues, such as abortion, added to the ballots.
Freemuth pointed out that the language of the Federal
Term Limits Initiative requires the Secretary of State to
determine whether the statements should appear next to
a candidate's name on'the ballot, lind any candidate clln
appeal a decision to place the phrase nexl to their nllme
to the Idaho Supreme Court.
Walt Minnick, the Democratic challenger for the U.S.
Senate scat, has made his own pledge to Idahoans to

ahidc hy a "no-escape" term limit of two consecutive
terrns, or IZ years, in the U.S. Senate.
Minnick's incumbent opponent, Larry Craig, has
spoke out in favor of congressional term limits hy saying, "Clearly without question the American people
understand that if they want to change the mindsl'l in
Wnshington, they have to change the players."
"I'Vl' always supported term limits," said Craig,
"Idaho strongly supports them and I've encouraged
Idahoans to do Ihat at the federal level,"
"Term limits arc comim; and those who oppose them
had better get uut ul' the way or they will he hit hy the
force of a speeding train when the 11)% elections come
around." said Craig, who believes a constitutional
amendment provides the only way to ensure term limits
hold up lega-lly.
Democratic Ist District Congressional candidate Dan'
Williams is against what Citizens for r:ederal Term
Limits-e-lduho Campaign proposes, said Doug Dodson'
of Dan Williams for Congress. lie said Williams "has a
problem with tacking on amendments to the
Constitution."
Perhaps the Founding Fathers never wanted their
Constitution altered, hut Williams' opponent believes
they never intended to create career politicians, either.
"The Founding Fathers never meant for anyone to
serve in Congress so long that they become comfortable
with it. And, the Constitution was never meant to provide permunent jobs fur people who liked to play politics," said 1st District Congresswoman lIc1en
Chenoweth.
"(:Ongres~ should he made up of citizen legislatorsnot professional politicians," said Chenoweth, who supports limits proposed hy the initiative.
Chenoweth and Znd District Congressman Mike
Crapo have both supporled term limits hills proposed by
Rep. Bill McCollum (R·Florida) lind Rep. Van lIilleary
(R-Tennessee). Crapo, also a Repuhlican, has acted liS
co-sponsor of the McCollum Dill since first enering
C<lIIgress in 1993.
The McCollum hill provides for 12-yearterm limits
on members of hoth the U.S. 1I0use and Senate. The
Hilleary amendment also called for 12-year term limits
for the Iiouse and Senate, hut allowed states to select
shorter term limits if they desired.
Mike Cmpo declined to sign the Citizens for Federal
Term Limits petition, said Susan Wheeler, his press secretllry. Crapo is concerned that it calls for 1I constitutional convention. Crapo opposes such conventions hecause
they cannot be limited to a single issue.
Crapo's Democratic opponent John Seidl doesn't sec
a need for constitutional convention, or even a term limits initiative for that matter.
"We do have term limits right now and they're called
elections," said Seidl.
While Seidl docs not think this country needs mandatory term limits, he helieves the power of incumhency
requires curbing. "And the hest way to do thai is campaign fimince reform," he said.
Seidl has not signed the Citizens for Fedeml Term
Limits pledge, hut says if the group's initiative is passed.
the will of the people should he heeded.
Citizens for Federal Term Limits has a home page lit
http://netnow.micron.net!-(edlimit

by Clint Miller
Stoff Writer
Bears all over the state are anxiously awaiting the
outcome of the vote on Proposition 2. which will
restrict certain methods now used in the hunting of
hears.
First, it will eliminate hunting with hail such as
grease. stulc donuts, or any other substance with a
slrlllig odor hears find attractive. It will also limit the
use of dogs to track bcurs. Transmitters are often
strapped to dogs. so when the hounds tree the hear, the
hunter can follow the transmitter's signal. The proposition forbids hunting between March I and Sept. I,
which is when hears come out of hyhernation and arc
raising new cubs. Clause three of the proposition allows
special agents to usc these means to hunt and kill bears
as necessary. Idaho is currently the only state in the
continental U.S. that allows both the usc of dogs and
bait,
The Idaho Department of Fish and Game is worried about the effects of the han. It feels it is losing
some of the manugmentrcsponsibilities
it was given
upon its creation in 1938. Its plan for managing hears
was put forth in 1992. and was supposed to run through
the year 2000. It set ideal numbers for hear populations
in certain areas of Ihe state and also provided guidelines
for dealing with populations above or helow ideal levcis. Some of the methods to control populations were
spring hunting, along with baiting and hunting with
dogs. Fish and Game believcs it Will have to usc its
employees to control thebenrpopulution
at taxpayer
costs, using Iho snmohunting methods that would he
han ned for other hunters.
The Idaho Coalition United for Bears helieves it
is unethical to hunt hears with these methods. I-CUB
helieves it is not fair for the hunter to put out food that
will draw the hear to him, while he sits and waits for it
hehind a hlind. When a hunter who usc transmilters on
their dogs figure the dogs have the bear cornered, he
jumps on his ATV, finds the hear, shoots it, and says he
hunted it down. Many times the dogs arc found ripped
apart hy the hear. Taking a mother hear in the spring
from her new cubs leaves the young to starve for the
rest of the year. These arc the unethical hunting habits
that I-CUB would like to sec stopped.
The Sportsmen's Heritage Defense Fund is the
main opponent of Proposition Two. The Defense Fund
fears that people have been misinformed about the issue
at hand. They also say this represents the end of hunting
in Idaho. In Colorado, 110 hears h;,d to be hunted and
killed at tax payers' expense because the state passed a
similar law last year. The Ueritage Defense Fund cites
the loss of state revenue, as well liS spending money to
hunt the hears, as reasons to vote against Propositioll
Two.
The question is, will the hunting of bears with the
controversial methods continu~? It may, at taxpayer
expense. Would we rather pay the state to hunt hears
with dogs and bait in the springtime? The bears await
our verdict.
.
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stop the Shipments Ini.tiative
nukes Batt's deal with feds
It was not uncommon to sec bright yellow and hlnck striped signs with the radioactive waste caution symbo!
Il'placing the "0" of "Stop-the Shipments" everywhere in
Idaho. That phrase has been coined hy politicinns, peritioncrs and environmentalists.
It will appcar again on
Nov. 5, on top of Propositiun Three,
Former state Sen. John I'eavey heads up the effort to
Shlp the shipments in rl~sponse to a lkal Oov. I'hilBall
made with thl~ felkral govel'llment. Th~ govel'llor's
anangenlent was also ~ndorsed hy AlIorn~y Clcncral AI
I ,anl'~ and will allow the f~deral goverllmentlo hring a
maximum of 1,1:n shipments to Ihe Id:'lho Ntltional
I~ngineering Lahoratory. The deal also stipulates a plan
for the removal of nu~kar wilste from INEt. to a pennanl~nl, suitahk storage facility. Thl1 ~Iean-up dTmt entails
shipping the spent fuel to the WIl'l' site in New Mexico
Ill'ginning in 11)1)7.

"The deal made hy Governor Phil Ball and Attorney
Gcncrul Lance is tI fraud," Penvcy said at a dehate with
l.icutcnunt Attorney General Kathleen 'l'ruver. "This
deal is the death warrant of the Snake River and a noose
around the necks of 0111'children." Peuvcy also criticizcd Ihe uuorncy gl'n~ral: "Alan l.ancc has nn cxpcricncc il] dl'aling with nuclear deals, Idaho l'ili"ens were
kept in the dark on this one ."
I'eavey contends thtlt once Ihe federal governnH:nl is
given the invitation to bring in nuclear waste from all
over this country tlnd 4\ otlll'rs, tlwre will he no end to
it. Also, he eltlims Ihe only waste leaving Ihl: INI~I. sil('
is thl~ hag of garments WOI'll hy people wmking around
radioactive material. lie said the shipmenls of waste
going into the site is fl,OOO timcs more dangerous Ihan
the wilste kaving it.
Lockheed is the world's largest military l'ontral'lor
and holds the eontraclto 0pcl'llte INI-:l.. l'eaVl'y L'laims
that the Lockheed Cmporalion will make two hillion
dollars II yetiI' hy incineraling spe'nt fuel, lie thinks

ST'U:DENT R.U'S~
T'lMO-FOR.-ONEI
Tickets tIlust he purchased on Novemher 1\ hetwecn Spm & showlimc,"

Bali'S deal is a "sham so Lockheed can get rich."
The Snake River Alliance lind former Sen. Clint
Stcnucu huvc joined Peavey in his efforts t(l overturn
Bail'S deal, The INEI. site sits SHO feet directly nhove
tho Snake River uquifcr, from which 270,000 people
draw their drinking lind irriglltion water, The INEL is
locatvvl righlalong a mnjor fault line that has been the
scene of the IwollllgcslmuinlandJ,J.S.
curthquukcs in
the past .10 ycurs. Another one of the group's concerns is
the fad thut the waste Is being transported on public
roads and by ruilwny, on lines that have seen five derailments during the pusttwo years.
I ,il'utl~n:mt Allorney Oelll'raf I<.athlecll Trover spok('
on hehalf of Allorncy General AI Lance and Gn~ernor
Phil Bait at the Oct. 9 debule. Trover reiterated that
nohody wants nuclear WlIste in Idaho. She said Gov.
Batt l~xCl'lcd the hl~Steffort to keep as much waste out as
possihle. The fedcrul governmcnl J'l~serves the right to
rl'gulatl~ nuclear wllste slol'llgc. Trover (working with
I.anl'l~) was involved in the actions Cecil Andrus took to
preVl'nl radioaclive waste storage in Idaho. Andrus went
as far as sctting up a horder patrol, consisting of
National (iual'lltroops, 10 prevent shipments from enlcring Ih(~stale. Tlw fedcnil government then enforced a
cOllllol'lkr spccifically prcventing the governor of Idahll
frolll interfering with shipments of spent fuel.
Trover slated .1.\ slates othcr than Idaho also slorc
nllckar wasil'. Thl~ iniliativc won't prevcnt the govclllIllcnt fro III stopping any shipments. It will only allow
Idaho to go hack to Clllll'lover the issue. The only shipIllenls tOl'CaSl' wilf he those Il'aving INnl. under thl' 1.'111'll'nl dcal. 'I'rl~vor stresscd·that this initiative will inhihil
Ilw ckan-up of the INEL site.
"If Idaho were 10 take this issue hack to court, we
would Iw up againsl Ihe nlltional goverllmenlllnd
:\4
other statcs who would love to slmd us all of Ihl~ir waste
as well," said Trover, lind added, "No stllte has gone lip
against the nalional government in the U.S. Supreme
Court on this issue and won."
'Ih~vor said Gov. Bait did the only thing hc could 10
improve a had situation. Ilis deal mllde it possihle for
Idaho to avoid having to accept as much Wilsie as other
slatl~S. There arc 2 million gallons of liquid waste sitting
in helow-ground wet storage sitcs IIhove the aquifer.
Ball's dcal requires a plan to hring Ihat waste 10 a suitIIhle ahove-ground storagc facility, where il can no
longer threaten to contaminate our water.
One statement Peavey and Trevor did agree on was
that eastern Idaho is "the mosl dangerous nuclear storage
sill' in the world."

Urban Representation
Equity in Taxation
Improved Legislative
Cooperation

MORRISON CENTER
Monday, November 4 at 81lm
......Two~ror-Onc Discount good with valid Studcnl/Faculty 10.
Tickcts must be purchascd at the Morrison Ccntcr box office
betwccn Spm & showtimc on Monday. Novcmbcr 4 ONLY,
One discount pCI'ID. Not good with any other oncr. Quantities limited.
I·

•
Judy Peavey·Derr
Idaho State Senate· District 19
Republican
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Minnie
vs.Crai
u.s~
Senate race full of issues to consider

cinl interest groups, and suggests lilnits he placed on
spending, lie also thinks PACs should hI' banned. and
that greater access he made availahlc tu issue-related
debates and discussion on television.
Big names, big race. This timc around, Incumbent
Craig sayshis platform is conservative and stands for
Sen. l.arry Craig is up against Walt Minnick, former
limited govcl'llmcntand grcalcr slatcs' rights. Many of
president and ('EO of 'l'rus .Ioistlnternational.
his efforts center around bulnncing the budget, an issue
There are many issues to consider in Ihis election,
he says he's worked on for many yl'ars.
but, first, lake a look at each candidate's background.
lie ulso claims he was nne of till' first in govcrnmcut
Larry Craig is finishing his Iirst tcnu inthe U.S,
to examine nuclear waste issues, In I')H:!, he hcgan InokSenate, and previously served five terms inthe llouse,
ing for arl'as in which to sture low-ieVl'lnuckar
wasle.
Ill' participated in the National (Iuard I'lli' IH months
The Carlshad site hc chosl' was rcccntly approVl'lf as
until receiving an honorable medical discharge, Craig
safc for low-Ievcl ratliatinn storagc hy thl~ National
also operated his famil¥,s ranch for 10 years, mostly
Academy of Sciencc. Craig says Idaho should ncwr
after high school.
hecomc a nuclcar waste storagl' sitc.
Walt Minnick grew 'up on a farm in Washington, Ill'
Education is a Icss-prcssing issue for Craig than
has praciiced law with degrees earned from Whitman
Minnick, hul that docsn't mcan hc dOl~sn'I value l'ducaCollege and lIarvard University. Ill' was on active duty
tion ur think it doesn'tnced
improvcment. Part of
in the U,S, !\rmy, then served on the White (louse starr
Cmig's rcaslilling is Ihatmost dccisions rcgarding cdudming the Nixon administration. After his time in
cation arc made at state and local levl~ls. Craig says he's
Washington, D.C., Minnick moved to Idaho and joined
a strong supporter of (leadStart, a program for lowwhat became Trus .Ioistlnlel'llational.
lie participates in
incnme families, as well as programs like schonllunch.
husiness and education, as well as organizations such as
Ill' also favors direct lending to college Sludents and
the Conservalion I.eague.
programs like Pell Grants. Minnick says Craig v.nled 10
When it comes to each candidate's plau'ol'ln, Minnick
cut studcnl loan programs hy one-third, hut ('raig rd'utes
hegins with nuclt~ar waste. Ill' says he's "very concel'lled
the accusation. Craig is a supporter of the direct-Icnding
aboul till: issue of nuclear waste" and plans to clean up
program hecause he feels it is liost-cl'l'l~clive.
the waste. The first step toward accomplishing this, he
Balancing the hudgct forms a huge part of Craig's
says, includes re-negotialing an agreement "thai has real
campaign. lie feds he's Ihe symholic godfalher of the
financial penallies to it and will give Idaho the right to
halanced hudget movenll'nt, which he insligated in
go back and sue I'lli' damages and ask the judge for an
19HZ. Craig says it's impnrtantto keep lhe growlh of the
injunction."
federal hudget compatihle with Ihe growlh of America's
Minnick considers nuclear waste Idaho's most pressgross national product. lie admits that, under his plan, il
ing issue right now, but says education, a balanced budwill take six to seven years until the U.S. sees a hal anced
get, and campaign finance reform arc ltlsl; 'in great need
hudget, hut he says a "gradual, responsihle approach
of attention.
will not crcate a recessioil or dramatic new taxes."
lie's pushing for a higher quality of cdueation and
In order to influence Idaho voters, each candidate
greater support for education in order I'lli' America to
must, of course, fund a campaign. Craig says he has
become the glohal economic leader of the ZI st century.
receiveu funds from more than H,OOOin-state SOurCl~S.
To do this, he says, programs can't he cut, hut kept. Ill'
lie has also accepted some PAC contrihulions, hut says
says it's vital to keep programs that help students and
they arc all "within Federal Election Campaign laws."
low-income families get the hest educaiion possihle,
Craig says Ihat because he's not a wealthy man, he musl
including studcnt loans. lie supports the idea of a directgo out and raise Ihe funds for his campaign.
lending program hecause that eliminates stress students
Minnick, too, raises the majorily of funds for his
experience from having to pay hanks hack quickly,
campaign. lie says HOpercent of his time is spent raising
"I think Ihat any high school senior that wants a colmoney, mostly hecause he has refused to aeceplany
lege cducation and is willing to horrow money I'lli' it amI
PAC contrihutions. Thereforc, his funding stems mainly
pay it hack, well, we ought to find a way for that young
from pcrsonalmoncy
he donates himself, along with
person to get a loan," Minnick says.
individual contrihutions.
Ill' explains that he'll help keep programs and student
Looking 10 thll future of senior citizcns, hoth Minnick
loans hy never voting for an unhalanced hudget. lie says
and Craig agree ahouttaking care of the nation's elderly.
he's found a way to halance this year's hu~lget, and
Minnick helievcs in adjusting social security checks for
promises he would refuse to vole foi an unhalanccd hudinflation and thinks higher-income older pellple should
gel unless the counlry encountered a deep recession or
pay higher premiums heeause they can afford them. Ill'
bel'ame involved in war.
also wants to give senior citizcns thc right to choose
Minnick's plan to balance the hudget begins hy dealtheir own doclors, hospitals and nursing homcs.
ing with social problems via cutting corporate welfare.
In I')H3, Craig voleu for Social Sceurily reform,
Ill' says he won'l allow special interests like cigarette
which he says will remaiil strong until two decades inlo
companies to deduct adverlising expenses, forcing taxZI sl cl~ntury. lie feels Medicare necds some adjustmenls
payers to pay for advertising they may'not agree with.
hecause it's 3D years old, and, if re-elected, wants to
lie plans to eliminate congressional hoondoggles such as
forma hi-partisnn commission 10 cXlunine reform
suhsidies to ethanol manufacturers and other special
options for Medicare.
interests. And, says Minnick, cutting hureaucracy and
Welfnre reform is nnother nntionnl issue thnt weighs
closing tax loopholes would halance the hudget hy $IZO
heavily with both candidates. Cmig voted for the mosl
billion. lie says none of Ihese cuts would effect educarecent package and feels proud hecause he consiuers it
tion,' medical rcisearch, environmental clean-up, or fund"n hand-up instead of a hand-oul." Minnick, too, suping for the arts,
ports welfare rcform and wllnts to fiee it auministered on
Minnick also stands for campaign finance reform. lIe
stale lind local levels. lIe is not, however, in favor of
says ii's too easy for politicians to be hought-oul hy spechildren going to bed,hungry, or of discriminlliion

against children of kgal aliens. But he docs think rcquiring nblc-hodicd welfare recipients 10 work is "entirely
appropriate."

With the recent passagc of the minimum wagl' hill,
Craig and Minnick voice different points of view.
Minnick says ii's a step in the right direction. lie says
it's only fair that someone workini; lull time shlluld he
able hI make more ihan if they're dlling nothim; and colkCling a welfare check
Craig, on the other hand, secs the increase 10 thc min,
imum wage as a blow 10 small husiucs» owners. No\\'.
hc claims, morl' pl'nple will he nul of a joh hecause
small husilwsses will havc to pay fewer people morc
mnney in ordcr to comply with till' govcrnnwnt. lie alsll
feels tl~enagers will hc chcalcd hecausc thcy gcnerally
haVl' limited cxpcricIK'c, and most employcrs will wanl
10 hire skilkd wqrkt'rs.
Wilh issucs ,like wclfare rcformallllminil1\ul1\
wage,
thcrc is, of COurSl\ thc qucstion of taxes. Minnick favors
lax dccreases "as much as the next guy"liut docsn'l
think thc government should hc trimming taxes ulitil
cuts can he financcd oul of a hudget surplus. At that
poinl, he says, tax cuts should he focuscd on arcas thaI
make education more affordahle and willmotjvate
Al1\cricans to saVl~and invesll1\llI'e. In addilion, Minnick
dOl~sn't support a flat tnx. lie says it's unfair hccause it
allows the wcalthy to pay far less in dividcnds than
eVI~ryone clsc, and othcr taxpaycrs would have to cover
that loss. Minnick adds that, in his vicw, the flat tax
would climinate deductions for charitahle contrihutions,
so non-profit urg'anizations like schools lind churches
will have 10 look elsewhere I'lli' proper funding.
Like Minnick, Craig doesn'l want 10 creale lIny ncw
tllxes. lie docs, howcver, supplll'l a flat tax, especially
hecause of thc henefits it offers to home mortgage
deductions. lie would also like to sec the $500 per child
tax credit instituted for middle to lower-income families .•
On the issuc of logging, hoth C:raig and MinniCK feel
it is a hcneficialand
important industry when not
ahused, Minnick says he likes to Ihink hc spent ZI years
"turning logs into johs" at TJ Intcl'l1ational. Craig says
hc favors a well-halailceduse
plan for national forests
lIntl opposes clear-cuts.
Minnick and Craig share common ground in support
of term limits. Miilllkk says career politicians IOSlllouch
with what he called "real people", and anyone serving in
office should alrelldy know a trade thcy can rcly on
when their term is over. Craig says hc supports tcrm limits and plans to vote Ihr them.
Then conw the sticky, moral issues. Craig takes a'
pro-life stand, excepl in the case of rape, inccst, or danger to the life of thc mother. lie adds that he voted
against partial hirth ahortions. And concerning gay marriage, Craig feels it's a moral issue that should he dealt
wilh in communities and churches, and not hy lhe gqvcrnmcnl. Although he docs not agrec with gay marriagcs, Cl'lIig strongly disagrees with joh discrimination
on the hasis of sexual orientation,
Minnick holds similar views. lIe helievesthe qucstion of ahortion should he decided hetwceli a woman
and hcr faith, anti/or spouse. lIe dcclares that lIborlipn
anti gay marriage arc not government issues, although he
thinks gay marriage is wrong. Like Craig, he doesn't
condone joh discrimination, but feels ability and performllllce should speak for themselves.
All senatorial' candidates will be' featued on "Debate
anti Discoursc", Friday, Nov. I , on Channel 39 WBS, at
3 p.m.
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Mary.Charbonneau offers voters
alternative to donkeys, elephants
~ark

level of politics. As an Independent candidate, she
claims to view citizens as individual human beings, not
party members. She doesn't think Craig or Minnick
would be beneficial for Idaho because, as she puts it,
"Their minds aren't good for the federal lcvcl-v-l have a
very good mind." _

David Holladay and Kelly Millington

Staff Writers

Mary Charbonneau is the idea candidate. She's running for a seat in the U.S. Senate, as an independent.
Charbonneau proposes redesigning the entire governmental system and wants to earn the title of Idaho's progressive senator. With this is mind, her platform focuses
on improving education, promotiug employment and
increasing prosperity.
Charbonneau ran for Congress in 11)lJ2 in
Massachusetts, also on the Independent ticket. She does
nut have a college degree, but considers herself to have a
"master's in life." Charbonneau says involvement in
business and real estate have given her the ability 10
relate 10 people, and that popular participation ill govcrnmcnt is csscntinl lu her.
liven without a degree, Charbonneau says Iivc years
of experience in the Massachusetts COUl'lsystem have
taught her 10 be good in a courtroom and 10 excell in
law, l lowcvcr, she was disappointed in the
Massachusetts court system because she found it unethical and fell there was no point in living "in that stale."
Consequently Charbonneau moved 10 Idaho on what
she calls a "venture trip." Since her time here, she's
been working in retail distribution and realizes "the need
for a lighl manufacturing company here in Idaho."
Charbonneau decided 10 run for the Senate because
she feels her level of thinking coincides with the federal

Education a priority
Charbonneau targets the Department of Education as
the first area for change. She wants to create a national
learning system, where all students learn at the same
pace and work at identical levels. She believes in focusing intensely on the three R's--reading, writing and
arithmetic. But in addition, she wants 10 emphasize areas
lacking cohesive national standards today. In turn,
Charbonneau says, the system would network itself
across the country to affect today's youth more rapidly
because. she explains, "you can't buy back time."
Charbonneau also wants to sec the elimination of
special interest groups in education. "We should treat
them like everyone else," she says. Charbonneau feels
there is no need to fund programs such as English as a
second language.
"l don 't think we should cater to any foreigners 10
learn the language. \1' they're citizens, everybody gets
the.same [treatment]."
However, Charbonneau favors a second language
requirement earlier in the school systems.
This would allow future generations to bettcr interact with the rest of the world, she
says.
Charbonneau also perceives a need for
schools to teach more practical issues. She
wants students to learn how to balance a
checkbook, employ good hygiene, and
develop a healthy mind and altitude. In .
addition, Charbonneau says an early knowledge of anatomy and reproductive functions
will teach children not to think about sex,
and not abuse it.
And when it comes to college students
and financial aid, Charbonneau favors the
allotment of loans, Pcll grants, and the like,
on the basis of grades, not financial need.
This, she says, will equalize availability.
"Whatever happens to one, happens to
all," she explains.
When discussing the changes she would
like to implemcnt, Charbonneau says
redesigning the educational system forms
the first step. Then, she says, the tax structure will fall into place when the changes
need 10 be funded.
"Money doesn't dictate education," she
declares.

Growth, prosperity
..j FiAhtinA for puhlic education.
..j A(rvllclltiuA human riAhts.
..j SuppllrtinA the arts.
..j St:mdinA linn fllr water and air
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Minimum wage represents an issue
Charbonneau considers belonging to a special interest group, and doesn't feel it's "a
federal issue a senator should have to answcr to." This, adds Charbonneau,
"should change the tune about how valuable
education is." She says educated people
won't be working for minimum wage.

W"od •• M",.;,,,. Ilyl"II, '/h'Cl,\'lI?'"
111,.,,,,,1 ",l ...·j."

The economy,
welfare reform
Welfare and its impact on the economy is

another area Charbonneau wants to redesign, She says
that if everyone in America had a job, a balanced budget
would be possible with a flat tax system. An exorbitant
tax would not be necessary because taxes would be paid,
ruther than the government having to fund welfare benefits for a large population.
Again, Charbonneau feels redesigning is essential,
this time, for the country. "Rakes and shovels" will provide the alternative to unskilled labor, Charbonneau
says, and explains there will be employment for everyone.
"[We will] literally be rebuilding America,thereby
creating newer and exciting jobs for everyone. They'll
starve if they don't w:;nt it," she says.
Charbonneau feels all 50 states should carry their
own weight and not be federally dependent. She does
not believe in "picking up anyone else's baggage."

National health care
Next on Charbonneau's list comes a national health
care systeni. She proposes one that still includes
Medicare and Medicaid, hut doesn't involve unions or
special interest groups. She feels access to the best doctors will allow everyone to receive stress-free health
care, thereby eliminating insurance needs.
Charbonneau adds that, if her system materializes,
there will be less dependence on prescribed drugs. She
qualifies her claim by saying most drugs arc used to cure
nervousness caused by medical stress.
Again, Charbonneau supports redesigning the system
before addressing where funding will come from.

Tour the INEL
In an issue closer to home, and in response to campaigns such as "Stop the Shipments," Charbonneau says
nuclear technology "is not a thing to fear. If anything,
it's your future."
Because the nuclear waste stored at tbe INEL is not
in solid form, Charbonneau says ii'S safe. Therefore, she
doesn't oppose waste shipments into Idaho and says it's
the best storage facility in the world. And, she adds,
everyone should tour the INEL because "the more you
listen [to the people at the INELl, thc belter you feel."

Logging
Charbonneau supports thc logging industry, saying
that "we need to have lumber. Everything is fine if it is
all done in mmleration-balance."

Funding of her campaign
Charbonneau funds her own campaign. This is why,
she says, you don't sec her on TV.

Against term limits
Term limits, Charbononneau says, take away the
power away from cach citizcn's vote .
"If you don't like a candidatc, vote them out," she
says. As the Independcnt candidatc, Charbonncau says she
has good balance and provides a mcasuring stick for the
Republican and Democratic partics, which shc fccls both
lack dircction. Shc says Amcrica is in an exciting stage,
and fcels optimistic about the futurc.
. "It is important to apprcciate this country we livc in,"
shc says, "and take the time and opportunity to improve
upon it and put aside our pelly differences."
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Vagors vies for U.S. Senate
on Natural Law platform
~lMark David Holladal

&

Kelll Millington

Staff writers

.

Susan Vegors is running for U.S. Senate on the Idaho
Natural Law Party. Natural Law's platform is based on
prevention-oriented government, "using proven solutions to America's problems" and conflict-free politics,
with special focus on preventative heath care, the INEt
and organic foods.
Another important priority is the reduction of both
government waste and special interest control of pol itics. "Government should bc based on what works-not
what is politically expedient, or hought and paid for hy
special-interest groups."
Vcgors was born in Idaho Ixills. Holding a doctorate
in psychology with a focus on self-development, she has
no previous interest in politics.
lIer campaign is paid for entirely by individual donations.

Prevention-oriented
health care systems
I!olistic heath can: forms one of the primary concerns
of Vcgors' campaign. "Good health is our most valuable
resource." Vcgor» says insurance companies are not
encouraging preventive medicine, which is also prohibited in most federally-funded programs. "Over 70 percent
nf all disease can he traced tn had health hahils. hut
Medicare and private insurers generally reject funding nf
prevention services."
Thc govcrnmcnt tries to control health earc costs hy
suggcsting cuts in programs for senior citizens and
America's uninsurcdl100r. Prevcntive mcdicinc providcs a highcr quality of seryice. with dramatic cuts in
cost. "Modcrn medicine waits for individuals to fall
sick, and then treats thcm with progressivcly morc
expensivc drugs and surgery."
Most people like options and frcedom when choosing
their mcdical care. If peoplc first pondcr thc hcncfits of
prevcntion, "Iifcstylc changes need to be made." The
cost henefits will speak for themsclvcs. With preventative hcalth care in place, Vegors feels money would go
a lot further for programs like Social Security.

INEL
Vegors stated she would like to keep as much nuclear
waste out of Id;}ho as possible. She feels changes must
hc made in the current legal system first. "You can't
stop the federal government from putting wastc on fcderalland."
Vegors suggests taxing the federal governmcnt for
waste alrcady storcd here in Idaho, to support new energy programs. "Over 40 ycars of nurlear waste lies
buried in Idaho. Idahoans say, 'Ship it to Nevada,' and
people in Nevada say, 'Ship it to Idaho,' We need a hetter solution."
Vegors' '!nswer is to "preservc the environlilent
through rcnewable cnergy production and energy conservation." By destroying nuclcar wastc and developing
altcrnative energy sources such as solar, biofuels and
geothermals, Vegors sees a bright new future for the
INEL.

Organic foods
Vegors is more concer~ed about genetically:engi~
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neered foods than nuclear waste. She feels that the
potential harmful effects of genetically-altered foods arc
far more dangerous to citizens.
Genetic-engineered foods arc pouring out of laboratories with the possibility of "incredible" dangers to the
public. She says companies with a "cavalier attitude" arc
pressuring thc federal govcrnmcnt to decrease regulations around these potentially unsafe foods. Geneticallymodified foods do not currently require labeling. "If
genetically-engincered foods arc as good as their proponents say they arc, companies should be proud to label
them as such."
.'
Ncxtfall corn, soybeans, squash and potatoes will he
in supermarket produce sections and people won't rccognizc them. "If a product is not labeled, then you cannot choose not to cat it."
Vegors wants natural sustainable agriculture to be
encouraged. "The lack of organic farms in America has
more to do with discriminatory govcrnmcnt policies
than it docs with economic viability. Currently thc U.S.
government actively discourages organic farming hy
using price subsidies to support chemical fanning."

Government
Vegors would like to "Implement a pro-growth ccunomic policy with a balanced budget in 11)1J1),' hy looking at all areas of the federal hudgct and economy. and
making the necessary changes.
"A person who works 40 hours a wcek should he ahle
to afford to put food on the table and a roof over their
heads. They shouldn't have to work !'IO hours a week just
to survivc."
She prop.'pses doing this by "lowering taxes responsibly through proven solutions to costly social programs."
These include a simple and fair nat tax system without
exemptions. This systcm would allow wcalthy to pay a
fair share without it heing excessively burdensome to
them.
Programs like Social Security, which is owed to our
parents, would remain. Howcver,programs like wclfarc
would be modified to reduce govcrnmcnt costs.
Vegors feels welfare can be divided into three categories: people who arc on it who don't necd it; people
who are on it and could get by without it if they were
trained; aild people who nced it. Currently the government allows peoplc with childrcn out of wcdlock a "20year vacation." Vegors knows some will be hurt but
feels we have to go back to supporting society's family
structure. "I do think socicty should implement welfarc
reform."
The funding of education is extremcly important.
Effective crime prevention programs would allow more
funds for education. Vegors would like to sec educational systems and programs focus more on the development
of the creativity and intelligence of students.
Vcgors is also a strong cnvironmentalist. "We need to
treat Idaho as a valuable resource." She believes we
must takc better care of our resources by preserving
Idaho's unique and majcstic forcst lands and park systcm. Supporting the Clean Air and Water Act will
improve the quality of life for all. Vegors feels the purity
of our air, water and social environment is the foundation of "a beautiful future."
Vegors stands in favor of education rather than Icgislation to promote fewer abortions, and discourages federal funding for them.
The Natural Lawcandidate also believes the government should not intervene in certain areas of life. For
example, gay marriage represents a personal choice and
should be left that way.'
'
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CfapO and Seidl

battle it out for
District 2 seat
bl Marl Doherty
Staff Writer
The clcancstcampaign this election season has
taken place in the second district, between Boise home
builder John Seidl and Rep. Mike Crapo. These two
candidates used strong partisan opposition as a campaign vehicle, instead of charactcr-bashing commercials.
Mike Crapo (Republican), a long supporter in
across-the-hoard cuts to reduce the deficit, suggests a
balanced budget plan which would freeze government
spending for one year. and thcn let it grow at one or
two percent below the economic growth rate to balancc the budget in seven years or sooner,
Crapo voted in favor of a constitutional amendment
_ requiring twelve year term limits in both the house and
the senate. The measure lacked the two-thirds vote jt
needed to become law, hut Idahoans will sec this issue
on thc November ballot as 'Proposition 4.
On the house floor, Crapo fought for continued
funding for research in spent nuclear fuel treatment
and reduction. lie opposed a proposal for an antinuclear amendment to the Fnergy and Water
Development Appropriations hill. The prop.osal would
cut all funding for radioactive waste treatment
research at Argonne National Laboratory, which
would result in the direct loss 01'250 johs in eastern
Idaho. lie also co-authored a piece of legislation that
passed thc house and senate in Scptcmher that supports lhe deal made hy Phil Batt and thc governmcnt.
The mcasure put thc action in motion for WIPP to
receive its first shipment of waste nine months ahead
of schedule. WIPP is a site in Ncw Mexico that will
soon qualify as a proper nuclear waste storage facility,
and in particular waste currently being stored at INEL.
Crapo stated he wants to provide significant
increases in the amount of funds available to students'
in the form of Titlc VI hlock grants, Pell grants, the
Individuals with Disahilities Education Act and other
-educational programs. In Septcmber, Crapo and other
memhcrs of Congress sent a letter to Speaker Newt
Gingrich endorsing funding up to $3 billion foredueational programs. _
"In providing morc money directly to students and
local authorities, we can increase the effectIveness of
federal education funds," Crapo said. "Now we have
learned that bctwcen two and three billion dollars in
additional funds may he available for education. I
strongly support putting that money into programs that
will dircctly make a differcnce in the lives and education of our children."
Crapo said in a press release that, "Pell grants and
the Collcge Work Study program' cnable college students to pursue higher education goals through grants
and community scrvice jobs."
.
John Seidl (Democrat) is in favor ot' balancing the
hudget by first cutting corporate welfarc. He said businesses such as the McDonald's Corporation gets paid
tax dollars to auvertise overseas. Nearly $52 billion
dollars in corporate spending could be used to
dccreasc the deficit, and· Seidl says he promises to
challenge that if clectcd. Sincc the beginning of the
race, Seidl has cmphasized reformation of campaign
finance laws. lie challenged Crapt; to agree to a pact
not to accept PAC money and limit campaign spending t() $200,000. Crapl) refused 10 sign the pact, saying
it was a "gimmick."

2ND DISTRICT
continued on Page 88 .,
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Democrat Dan Williams hopes to claim First
District House seat for Ilmoderate majority"
by Asendon Ramirez
News Editor
Boise lawyer Dan Williams runs his campaign out of
a modest office on Franklin Street. He was born in and
raised in Boise and went on to graduate from Yale
University. He received his degree in law from the
University of Michigan and began his own practice in
1993 and served as legal counsel to former Governor
Cecil Andrus in 1994. He volunteered for the late
Senator Frank Church and worked for former congressman Larry LaRocco's campaign. At age 34 he is the
youngest candidate for either of the major parties this
election.
Williams, along with Senate candidate Walt Minnick
and second district Congressional candidate John Seidl,
is part of the Democratic Party's efforts to reeapture
some legislative power. "Bloodbath" is the term he uses
to describe the defeats suffered by Idaho Democrats in
the '94 elections. He points to President Clinton's

dialogue.
Williams thinks Idahoans need to elect leaders willing to protect the state from more nuclear waste. The
young attorney cites the fact that no one from Idaho's
political delegation "was willing to put up a fight and
help Governor Batt." He said he thinks the governor's
current deal risks turning the state into the permanent
site for the radioactive material. .
Nationally, Williams is opposed to the balanced bud-

unpopularity at thetime and says that the GOP made usc
of that to defeat local Democrats. He hopes to be part of
a Democratic re-surge, but cautioned to "ask me
November 6" whether or not he was part of the rebirth
of the Democratic Party.
"[The] more the Republicans offer candidates like
Helen [Chenoweth] the more there will be a need for
Democratic candidates," said Williams, adding that he
feels his chances of winning were good.
. "I share the priorities of Idahoans for what government should and should not do. I'd be an effective, reasonable voice for Idaho," said the congressional hopeful
when asked why Idahoans should vote for him.
Locally, Williams is opposed to the 1 Percent
Initiative. He believes tax cuts should not come at the
c,ost of education. He believes it is possible to protect
Idaho's public lands without sacrificing jobs. He sites
the efforts of timber industry, conservationists and the
U.S. Forest Service to "achieve consensus" on what to
do with Forest Service lands in Idaho. As a representative he says he would work to encourage that kind of

get amendment.
.
"We don't need to muck up the constitution every
time-we have a political problem," said the aspiring congressman.
To balance the budget he suggest spreading the sacrifice and not imposing massive cuts on important areas.
Education, Medicare and the environment are areas he
would like to protect. He would also like to do away
with "corporate welfare." He noted a program that subsidized soup ads for American corporations in Europe as
government fluff he'd like to cut. .

Chenoweth defends congressional post
by Asencio" Ramirez
News Editor
Congresswoman Helen Chenowcth finds herself in a
close race for the privilcge of serving a second term representing Idaho's first district. She was born in eastern
Kansas and grcw up in California and Oregon. She carne
to Idaho in 1964. The 58-year-old is a graduate of
Whitworth College in Spokane, Wash.
Chenoweth served as executive director for the Idaho
Republican Party, beginning in 1975. After 1977, she
served as chief of staff to a young congressman named
Steve Syrnms. In '78 Chenoweth founded Consulting
Associates Inc., specializing in consulting on energy
policy, natural resources and political management.

Rep. Chenoweth did not make herselfavailable for an
Arbiter interview, and instead provided press material
regarding her stance on the various issues.
Chenoweth is an adamant voice for individual property rights and believes that encroaching government
bureaucracies threaten them. She says, "Future development on the Snake River, and irrigation rights in
Owyhee County were threatened by a snail the size of
No. I buckshot," as an example. She believes the nation
has taken on a "Green Guilt" of "colossal proportions."
"What has emerged out of the governmental programs to enforce environmental laws is environmental
bureaucracies that are systematically shutting down the
productive sector in our state and in our nation," states
Chenoweth's press release.

2ND DISTRICT

than 1999.
The incumbent stands "opposed to any form of gun
control laws." She believes gun registration has no place
in a free society. Furthermore, she would support instant
computer background checks to prevent the sale of
firearms to convicted felons.
"Washington, D.C., has the strictest gun control laws
in the nation, but it is commonly known as the 'crime
capitol' of the nation. This is ample proof that guns are
not the offenders-people
are," writes the congresswoman.
.

*STUDENntsRECIAL *

Continued from Page 78
Seidl wants to improve education by supporting programs such as "Stay in School," AmeriCorps, Federal
Direct Loans and Pell grants. He backs President
Clinton's plan to encourage more people to become educators, by providing a free education to those interested
in becoming teachers. Heis a believer in Head Start and
school nutrition programs to help working families.
Seidl strongly opposcs Proposition One, saying few
Idahoans would really benefit from this legislation. He
opposes Proposition Two (thc bear-hunting initiative),
because he feels it should remain a decision left up to
. the Idaho Fish and Game Department. Seidl supports
Proposition Three (Stop the Shipments), because he
thinks Idaho could make a better deal than the one
Governor Phil Ball negotiated if Idaho takes it back to
court. Seidl also opposes Proposition Four. because he
says the best term limit is the vote. He feels voters
should have the power to determine how 111ngeach person can stay in office.
Seidl labels Crapo a professional politician whose
ideals arc' in the hands of the Republican special interest
groups that support him. He points .out that Crapo voted
against raising the minimum wage, saying that it would
hurt the small businessman. Seidl contends that he is a
small businessman and doesn't think the increase in
minimum wages will hurt his company. Seidl claims his
method for balancing the budget is better lhanCrapos,
because Crapo originally wanted to cut funding for education to balance the budget.
"I want voters to remember that government is here
to help people," Seidl said, and added with a laugh, "I
can also relate better to college students, because I'm
closer to them in age than
.•• Mike
_~ __ Crapo."
. __ .
.
~_ .

Chenoweth says she supports Gov. Batt's plan to
remove waste from Idaho. The governor's plan includes
all removal of nuclear waste from Idaho by the year
2035, with the first shipments to leave the state no later
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NSE gives students
by Erin Burden
Close to 136 schools in the United
States and its territories form the
National Student Exchange. Boise State
University, Idaho State University, and
the University of Idaho all participate in
the program, sending students to and
receiving students from all over.
Six national exchange students have
arrived for the fall and spring semesters
at BSU, with three more expected in the
spring. Nine students have left Boise for
other universities, but will return next
fall.
This program can offer quite an
advantage to some students. Michelle
Baeza, 19, from the University of Puerto
Rico, decided to attend BSU in order to
better her English because the medical
school entrance exams are worded in
English. Before that,"1 only knew enough
English to defend myself," said Baeza.
On arrival she found there were activities that she couldn't enjoy in Puerto
Rico, like camping and skiing, which she
is-going to try this season. An avid pool
player, she has joined the Organization
~e Estudiantes Latino-Americanos.

a choice of more than 100 schools
According to her friend Cindy Ramos,
"she likes to dance," which explains her
appearance at Bogie's on some weekends.
Baeza views Boise and its people as
pleasant and helpful. Fellow exchange
student Carlos Rodriguez, of Texas,
shares her opinion. Rodriguez, 20, previ-

CARLOS HARD AT WORK
PHOTO BY KARA BROWN

ously attended the University of Texas-El
Paso and for the past three years has been
working toward aninternational business
degree. He hopes to work someday for a
large corporation, so he will be able to
travel. He attributes being sent to Idaho

partially to fate, but did choose to stay
here because, "Boise is a small city, the
school is big and there is a lot of things to
do like ski." Rodriguez is an avid soccer
player and hopes to contribute to the
school's soccer club. On Sundays, Carlos
attends St. Paul's Catholic Center.
Other NSE participants have come
here from as far away as the Carolinas,
while others have made the shorter trip
from California schools. Andrea Park, an
English major, arrived from California
State University-Bakersfield.
Erin Martin
traveled to Idaho from the College of
Charleston, South Carolina. East
Carolina University sent Jason Adams to
study environmental health. Andrea
Pence left the University of WisconsinEau Claire for a school year to study
here.
To become an exchange student an
application and a $\.00 non-refundable
application fee must be submitted with an
unofficial transcript, two letters of recommendation, and a personal statement
describing why the applicantwants to
participate.
Anyone interested ill the National
Student Exchange program can call NSE
Coordinator Jenna Richter at 385-1280.
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minute
Domestic Long
Distance Phone Cards.
Low International
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Rechargeable,
No Surcharge
1-800-747-0850

INCOME
processing . mail for
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selling! Bonusesl Start
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1003 Vermont Avenue
Corner of University & Vermont

By Appointment
Walk- Ins Welcome, too.

Upcoming Basque events
"Omenaldia"

Memorial

Mass-Sunday,

344-2712

Nov. 3,12:30

p.rn, at St. Paul's Catholic Student Center (1915 University

Drive). Offered to honor lost loved ones during the past
year.
Reception and library dedication-following
the
mass, at-the Basque Museum (343-2671). Past recipients of
the Ansotegui-Fereday Memorial Scholarship will be available to answer questions and accept donations to the scholarship fund. The Joseph V. Eiguren Memorial Library will
also be dedicated. Eiguren held the distinction of writing
the first Basque/English dictionary, despite only two years
of formal schooling. Born in 1915, at Jordan Valley,
Eiguren wanted to do something else other than tend sheep,
so he tried to enlist in the U.S. Navy immediately after
Pearl Harbor. He was rejected because he couldn't speak
English, but was later drafted by the Army. He was awarded the Bronze Star and Purple Heart. A German artillery
shell cut his service career short. After marrying and settling in Homedale, Eiguren started writing a variety of
books on the Basque and served as a member of the Basque
Museum's Board of Directors. Eiguren passed away March
8,1996.
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EI.·Salvador·recovers from civil war
,

.

'

Two community leaders speak on changes and goals
~yJ<elly Millington
StaTrWriter
EI Salvador is the srnqllcs:
country in Central America,
with a dense population of 5.2
million. Its history of violence
and war begins in the 1870s,
when the coffee business was
booming and elite landowners
look over property rightfully
held by communal settlements.
These elite feit their actions
were justified, because, as Errol
Jones, chairman of the
Department of History, explains,
the idea of Indians owning lands
in communal settlements "went
against the idea of turning ~and
into commodities that would
produce products to export." In
response to the takeovers, the EI
Salvadoran government began to
pass vagrancy and other laws to
reduce unemployment, which
made people feel cheated and
angry.
Jones is qualified to speak on
EI Salvador because, in cooperation with Centennial High
School and chapters of Amnesty
International, the BSU History
Department presented a public
forum on the topic last week.
The panel was made up of two
EI Salvadoran citizens, Pedro'
Tovar and Zonia Aleman. They
survived the civil war, and lost

Ignacio Ellacuria was made posThe time in Honduras was
sible by 1992 United Nations
also difficult,'Aleman says, but
peace accords. In that year, the
people learned a fundamental
UN brought the guerrilla forces
lesson: how to live united within
a community. At the beginning . together with the military government, to agree to peace.
of 1989, Aleman and her group
Since the accords, Tovar states,
"began to unite in blocks so that
the lands owned by the commuwe could return to our country."
nity arc protected, and growth
The land to which they returned
has been positive. But there has
was, at that
been tragedy as well. For withtime, no more
out
'a certain martyred priest, the
than a desert,
village
of Ignacio Ellacuria
but this grew
would not be so named.
into what is
Tovar recounts the day the
now the vilmilitary invaded the area, killing
lage of Ignacio
six Jesuit priests. One of them
Ellacuria.
was Ignacio Ellacuria, "a priest
Ignacio
who identified with our cause
Ellacuria now
and gave us spirituelsupport,"
houses 530
says Tovar. Three months later,
people. The
the village was bombarded
teaching of
again,
and, that time, four chilchildren used
dren and one adult were killed,
to take place
and another 15 injured.
"under the
These massacres weren't
trees," aecordTovar's
only encounter with
ing to Aleman,
violence.
At 15 years old, he
PHOTO BY JOHN TONE but now a
was involved in one of the greatschool teaches
est agricultural workers' masthrough the fifth grade. The
lot of rainfall. We had no medisacres. He lost some family
leaders of Ignacio Ellacuria are
cine and no supplies. The
members and was forced \0 quit
searching for teachers to begin
women gave birth to babies
school
to flee the military.
sixth
grade.
The
community
also
underneath the trees and sageBut
now, thanks to the peace
supports
a
small
clinic,
running
brush. We believed at that time
accords, Tovar sits on the comwater, electricity, and "other
that we were not going to be
munity'S governing council, as
small projects under developable to survive, and we decided
docs
Aleman. The set-up folment," says Aleman.
to take refuge in the adjoining
lows
a democratic structure
The
growth
and
protection
of
country of Honduras."
because new board members arc
elected every year, as well as
representatives for different
areas of community life. For
example, Aleman serves as the
representative for women, while
FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
others stand for health care,
youth and young adults, and
employment. The council meets
once each month with other
~
..
communities to share ideas and
experiences.
The goal, continues Aleman,
is to develop the community of
people and their families. "We
arc very much united," she adds,
and united by more than ideas.
['''''7;
Members grow food in order to
,
.
r7~-ffi::1~
...
·T.J-~~1t
become sclf-sufficjcnt, and arc
trying to establish businesses
within the villages to promote
their economies.
Aleman has seen drastic
changes in life since the war.
Even though conflict was a horrible experience, and she lost
brothers, sisters, and relatives,
she feels some good came out of
it. People became less selfish,
she says, and the idea of comServing the financial needs of Educators,
munity and helping one another
High School Students, BSU Employees,
arose out of the tragedy.
Students, Alumni,and their Families
"We believe it was thanks to
God
that we didn't die," she
MAIN OFFICE
PARK CENTER
McMILLAN
says. "All of'.us couldn't die;
345 Bobwhlle Cr.
7450 Thunderboll Dr.
12195 McMillan-Rd.
Boise, ID 83706
Boise, ID 83709
Some of us had to remain to tell
Boise, ID 83713
the story."
And, so far, the story has not
(In Idaho outsIde BoIse area)
reached a final chapter.

many friends and family members along the way, but form
part of a groupwhich began a
self-sufficient community,
Ignacio Ellacuria.
Before introducing Tovar and
Aleman to the audience, Jones
offered a brief history of EI
Salvador. Several issues there
came to :'1 head
in 1979, when
workers began
to demand land
andcivil rights
from the government.
However,
when they took
to the polls,
nothing
changed,and
general sentiment concludcd the elections
were rigged
and corrupt.
Feeling they
had no other
options, labor
unions and peasant groups combined forces, and decided to
challenge military control via
military tactics. The result was a
civil war lasting from 1979 to
1992.
At this point, Zenia Aleman
took over to describe her story.
Wartime was hard. Thousands

were killed during intermittent
massacres, and hundreds of citizens fled their villages.
Refugees roamed the country,
searching for a safe haven.
Aleman describes the years of
war as "very difficult ...we were
out in the wilderness, in the
desert ...we had to put up with a
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Studebaker John and the Hawks wail

by Seth Jaquith

.

'

.

.

Staff Writer

It was a cold night when the crew andl arrived at the Blues Bouquet Saturday nigh't
to see Studebaker John and the Hawks. We had to wait outside, along with about 10
other people, for about 20 minutes until they opened for the show. But it was well
worth the wait in the chillyair, because we were about to take in one red-hot blues
show.
'
When it was close to show time,
a couple of slick blues cats slid
through the crowd and surveyed the
stage to make sure things were
ready. They were the guitar player
and bassist of The Hawks.
Studebaker John was not far
behind. He came in through the
back door looking like he had just
walked off the cover of his new CD
Trcmoluxc, wearing a black derby
cap and slick blue shark-skin suit
over a black shirt with a thin red
tie, while sporting a thin black
mustache.

STUDEBAKER JOHN

&

THE HAWKS

- After the band had squared
PIIOTO BY JONATIION
1/ SMITII
everything away, Ken, the owner of
the Blues Bouquet, took the stage and.announced the act. The dance floor was flooded
from the start with people boogying down to Studebaker's blues. Behind the dancing
crowd in front of the stage, the whole bar was packed and rocking along with the
band.
One of Studebaker's specialties, besides a great bluesy voice, is his masterful playing of slide on his Dan Electro Silvertone guitar. It was nothing short of a complete
slide-guitar extravaganza. Studebaker whipped the crowd into submission with his
sleek slide style, howling the blues.
After the first song Studebaker offered a professional "Thank you" to the crowd,
and asked, "If you're ready to rock, let me hear you say yeah!" Studebaker then tore

into the first song on Tremoluxe, ."Two-Time Boogie." The infectious rhythm of the
song drove the people nuts while they squeezed and bumped around each other to get
a spot on the dance floor.

A few songs later, Studebaker put
his guitar aside and reached for his
harmonica case. Let me say this: if.
there is a man on this earth who can
play the harp, it is Studebaker
John. He may have stirred the
crowd into a frenzy with his slide
work, but he had them paying his
taxes with every note that slipped
through his harp. The song
"Voodoo Woman," which is on
his CD, provided a beautiful
demonstration of his harmonica
playing, along with the effect of
Studebaker singing through his
harp microphone during the
song, giving his voice a compressed, eerie sound.
After playing, for close to an
hour, the band took a break, and I
went over to talk with Ken. He
asked if I would like to have him
introduce me to Studebaker. Of
course, I said yes. I asked Studebaker
where they had been traveling. He
STUDEBAKER JOHN
said they started the tour in Missouri,
rnoto
BY JONAruON II SMITII
went down through Texas, over to Los Angeles, up to San Francisco, and then to here;
after the Boise show they were going to make the long trek home to Chicago.
While I was visiting with him, he talked with fans, sold tapes, and signed autographs. One fan was obviously a great admirer of Studebaker's, and had him sign a
giant harmonica case while thanking him for coming to Boise. ! asked Studebaker
what style he would call his blues, and after a brief moment of contemplation, he said,
"Chicago blues taking it to the '90s." With that, I left him to sign more autographs and
converse with his thankful fans.

Log
Cabin
Lit
Center
presents
The
Grass
Harp
by Josh Casten'
.'
.'
.
Hootenanny

The film centers around Collin Fenwick, a young boy (Edward Furlong, ofT2
fame) who moves in with his father's cousins after his mother dies. Sissy Spacek and
Piper Laurie portray two polar opposites, as Collin receives a unique upbringing from

Editor

Tire Grass Harp, a film directedby Charles Mathau and starring Walter Mathau,
these-eccentric women.
Jack Lemmon, Sissy Spacek, Charles Durning and others, will feature at a sneak-preCharles Mathau, son of Walter, read the book on a friend's recommendation and
view showing at the Flicks Nov. 7 at 7 p.rn. The film, a poignant tale of love and
loved it immediately. "It made me laugh a lot and touched me in a way that was very
redemption, is set in the American South in the 1940s. The sereenplay is based on a
uplifting," says Mathau. He
novel by Truman Capote.
readily assembled the
This showing will also serve as a fund-raiser for the Literary Center. Admission is
remarkable ensemble cast.
$10 for members and students, $15 general.'
Once they read the script,
The Log Cabin Literary Center was founded to support writers and readers, says
they connected to it the way
Executive Director Paul Schaffer. It grew out of the Boise City Arts Comission, and
he had.
. ....
Snake River Writers association-the
literary committee for the arts comission. With .
Directing his father was a ~
funding from the Idaho Commision on the Arts, the program secured a thirty-year
fun experience, says Mathau.
lease on the log cabin adjacent to the Boise public library.
"He made the work a
The progress so far has exceeded Schaffer's expectations. "We had set out to have
delightful experience
200 members by the end of '97, more than a year from now. Right now, we have more
because he was determined
than 300 members, so we're been real pleased," says Schaffer.
to help make this the best
"I think it indicates a real depth of interest and passion for cultural diversity in
film possible. He did things
Boise," says Schaffer, countering common misconceptions about the arts in Boise.
that I've never seen him do
The showing ofThe Grass Harp was arranged by Log Cabin Literary Center board
for another director. Besides,
member Judith McConnel-Steele, and Carol Skinner at the Flicks. "Carol thought it
it's every kid's dream to tell. his father what to do."
would be a great idea to have a fund-raiser, and the literary tie-in was very appropriate
:T~e film showing will be followed by a discussion led by BSU English Professor
with The Grass Harp," says Schaffer.
,"
Lonnie Willis.
•
.
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Van Halen'sBesf

"Jump". and "Panama"

~t.Mark Taylor
Staff Writer
:)0 you still believe? The release of Van Iialen 's Best Of Vol. I has been marked by
a g cat deal of media attention, and almost none of it concerning the music. Sammy
Ha. ur, lead singer since 1986 and appearing- on the previous five albums, left the
gro~IP earlier this year to pursue his dormant solo career. Soon
after, to the joy and shock of many longtime VH fans like
myself, serious rumors circulated that founding member David
Lee Roth would be returning to the fold in Hagar's absence.

serve to demonstrate

that Van Hulen's

THE ARBITER'

status .as a classic

American rock band came from this era.
The Hagar period is adequately documented as well. Starting with "Why Can't This
Be Love" the hit that introduced the Red Rocker as Roth's replacement, the Hagar
years are' well covered. Power ballads like "Dreams" and "When It's ul,:,e" arc di.shed
up alongside the energetic "Poundcake" and Hag.ar;s 1990s stab at ~ocllli ~~ns~l~us,~
ness "Right Now." "Humans Being," a song originally recorded for the TWister
soundtrack,
points in the direction the band was
heading with Hagar: relentless vocal phrasing and
longer instrumental passages.

~~...,...,....,...,.=-~

The real gems of the album (ev.erything else here
is available elsewhere) arc the two new tracks with
Roth. "Can't Get This Stuff No More" is a mellow
shuffle, somewhat reminicent of "Secrets"
from
1982's Diver Down album. The harmonics of Roth
and Anthony never sounded better than they do here.

When Roth and once-acrimonious
bandrnates Edward and
Alex Van Iialen (guitar and drums respectively) and bassist
Michael Anthony fraternally
took the stage of the MTV
Awards, I thought it was a sure thing. I was prepared to shell
out big bucks for an upcoming tour.

"Me Wise Magic" stands out as one of the most
intense songs ever recorded by the band, in any
incarnation. The instrumental opening builds and
builds before Rothopens
his mouth to growl the
opening verse. Later, during the bridge, he hits notes
more commonly in the range of Hagar than those
Shortly after, Roth released a spiteful open letter to the
. ED AND DAVE IN HAPPIER TIMES
associated
with Diamond
Dave. Lyrically,
he
press. Then the Van' Hillen brothers got nasty about Roth on
approaches
metaphysicality,
strange
for
a
man
best
known
for
singing
about
his
libido.
MTV. I had no idea one could be nostalgic for break-Ups, but had the feeling we were
Clocking in at over six minutes, "Magic" is one of the longest songs the group has
back in 1986 all over again.

Nope. Within days it was announced that the two songs
Roth recorded with the band would make the disc, but Hagar's
permanent successor will be Gary Cherone, of the now-defunct
Boston based pop metal band Extreme, to the amazement of
mallY long-time fans.
.

Then the album. was released. Opening with the guitar solo "Eruption"
from
1978'sVan Halon, the piece reminds listeners of Edward's long-established reputation
as the premiere American guitar hero, regardless of who's fronting his band.
Songs from the early Roth period like "Ain't Talkin' 'Bout Love" and "Runnin'
With the Devil" have been remastered and sound better than ever. Late Roth hits like

ever released.
.
Overall, this is a great compilation of music, and the new material whets one's
appetite for what Van Halen in 1996 could sound like. It also disappoints' because this
probably represents the last we hear from them, arguably the best version of the group,
.at least until 2006.

Head downtown on Halloween
by Josh Casten
Hootenanny

_.._.

.._..

_

Editor

Looking for something besides cheesy haunted houses on
Halloween night? Head downtown for the "Halloween Costume
Block Party." A group of clubs and restaurants will offer discounts
and Iiallowcen festivities from 6 p.m. until 2 a.m.
Blucs Bouquet will offer free show passes to costumed patrons,
and $1.:25 well drinks. Ncurolux will also party with DJ Tim and
drink specials. Mulligan's will provide beer specials and costume
prizcs. In the all-ages bracket, Dreamwalkcr will host psychic readings at () p.m., plus an interactive art exhibit and smart drink specials.
Oricntal Express, a ncw rcstaurant occupying the location of the
late. grcat T&A Cafe, will serve $4 dinners until midnight, and TenO··I\~o will Icturc a ~() percent discount for costumed patrons.
Decor Creations will also gct in on thc action, providing free
masks to the first 4() people, free hot chocolate, coffee and candy
and a drawing for a mystery vase.
The highlight will culminate in a series of costume contests at the
various clubs. Drcarnwalkcr is first, with a competition at 10 p.rn.,
followed by Blues Bouquet at 11 p.m. and Ncurolux atmidnight.
Entcr as oftcn as you like, and may The Pagan Force be with you!

HOOTlE! HOOTIEI SHAKE YO' BOOTIE! HOOTIE AND THE BLOWFISH PLAY THE PAVILION NOV. 13. AT 8 P.M.
AT LEASTIT ISN1 RETRO, EH?

Come join the fun
All Drafts 50¢

• 3 pool tables
• foosball

Ir-~~~~~~~:---~~~~------'I
1I
¥ I Buy any

Free Sandwich
I
sandwich and receive a sandwich of equal I
~ l or lesser value free.
I~

1I
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Expires Oct. 31. 1996
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ME'SHELL NDEGEOC£LLO
WILL OPEN FOR THE DAVE
MATTHEWS BAND NOV. 3.
HER SECOND ALBUM, PEACE
BEYOND PASSION HAS
RECEIVED RAVE REVIEWS
FROM ALL SORTS OF SMART
PEOPLE, SO IT~HOULD BE A
.....-.1 MEMORABLE SHOW.
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Liner Notes
Stars to judge 1997 Best
Unsigned Band competition.
Musician magazine is proud to announce the launch of its 1997

Best Unsigned Band Competition, and is currently accepting entries.
Open to all unsigned bands and artists of every genre, this contest
provides a great opportunity for local and regional acts to secure
national recognition. The entrants' music will be heard by people in
the music industry, from top music critics and editors to established
artists.
Deadline for entries is Dec. 31. Interested bands and artists can
receive information, rules and an entry form by calling I-ROO-BUB2WIN.
Musician's Best Unsigned Band Competition attracts thousands
of entries from bands and artists spanning the globe. Bands arc
judged on a two-song cassette of their best material.
After a preliminary round of judging by editors and writers of
major music publications, twelve BUB winners will be decided by
the panel of artist-judges featuring platinum recording artist Tori
Amos, guitar god Joe Satriani, alternative rock veteran Bob Mould,
champion country picker Vince Gill, and blues legend Buddy Guy.
Winning bands will be featured in Musician magazine and appear
on Musician's "Best of the BUBs" CD, manufactured by Atlantic
Records and distributed to all major and iridic label A&R contacts.
The top winner will also receive equipment from JBL Professional
and Lexicon.

Three Idaho writers to give reading Nov. 1
Idaho writers Diane Raptosh, Scan O'Grady and Bill Studebaker
will read from their work at 7:30 p.rn. Nov. 1 at the Log Cabin
Literary Center, liD 1 S. Capitol Blvd. in Boise. Admission is free.
Raptosh teachers creative writing at Albertsons College of Idaho.
Her first book of poems, "Just West of Now," was published in 1992
by Guernica Editions. Her second book, "Labor Songs," is due to be
published in 1997.
O'Grady is an English professor at Boise State University. Born
and raised in New Jersey, he earned a bachelor's degree in forestry
from the University of Maine and a Ph.D. in American literature
from the University of California at Davis. Author of Pilgrims to the
Wild, he is currently working on a book titled Grave Goods, a study
of death and nature in the American literary imagination. Studebaker is the author of several books of poetry, including
The Cleaving and The Rat Lady at the Company Dump, published
by Limberlost Press. He has edited two anthologies, Idaho's Poetry:
A Centennial Anthology and Where the Mortling Light's Still Blue:
Personal Essays about Idaho. With BSU archaeologist Max
Pavesic, Studebaker co-authored Backtracking: Ancient Art of
Southern Idaho.

The reading is sponsored by the Log Cabin Literary Center, a
statewide resource for writers and readers.

-,-$11. Tickets bought the door cost $1 more. Residents of the Idaho
State Veterans' Home will be admitted gratis. For more information,
call 344-7901.

The Interlude Bar & Grill will start its fourth year presenting
"Live at the Lude". This is a performance art forum bringing together some of the finest performers in local entertainment. The event
will take place on this upcoming "First Thursday", November 7th at
7:00 p.m.
f'
The night will begin with "Visions United", an assortment of
videos and films produced by video production students of Boise
State University. The viewing will be followed by a brief discussion
with the producers and directors of the videos shown. This segment
of "Live at the Ludc" is sponsored by Dead Eight Productions, an on
campus video production organization operated and managed by
BSU students.
Every month we will have a featured artists on display in the
Interlude. This month's artist is David Garzone, a photographer
from Behop photo.
Rounding out the night will be performances by some of Boise's
best musicians, comedians, poets and other performance artists. If
you arc interested in signing up to perform contact Brian Dyas at
345-5257 or 342-{~593.

William Wegman exhibition
to open at BAM Nov 29
The Boise Art Museum will present a new exhibit by William
Wegman, "Photographs, Paintings, Drawings and Video." Best
known for humorous Polaroids
of his Weimaraners Man Ray
and Fay Ray, William
Wegman has been a force in
the art world for twenty-five
years. Although his dog photographs have brought him
acclaim,

Wegman has also worked in
other media throughout his
.career. In addition to featuring
sixteen of his popular
Polaroids,this exhibition
includes early black and white
photographs, drawings and
paintings as well as rarely seen
video wqrks from the 1970's and his new video, "Hardly Boys in
Hardly Gold," which was screened at the 1996 Sundance Film
Festival.
The exhibit will run through Feb. 2 of next year. Museum hours
arc Tuesday-Friday 10 a.rn. to 5 p.m., weekends Noon-5 p.rn,

,..

~~

For more information, call 331-8000.
-'
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The Boise Master Chorale to perform
Under the direction of James Jirak of the Department of Music at
Boise State University, a Veterans' Day concert of patriotic music
will be presented in conjunction with the Treasure Valley Concert
Band at 7:30 p.m. on Nov. 11 at Boise High School.
The Boise Master Chorale will open the program with a special
arrangement.of the Star Spangled Banner by Hall Johnson. The
music of American-born composer Howard Hanson will be featured,
beginning with "How Excellent Thy Name" and "The Cherubic
Hymn." Music is then set to the poetry of Walt Whitman as the
chorale continues with Hanson's "Songs from Drum Taps" and
"Song of Democracy."
The program closes with a special arrangement of "America the
Beautiful" by James Quitman MulhoJland. This concert is offered as
a tribute to those who have served our country, and presented with
the cooperation of the Idaho State Veterans' Horne.Tickets arc
available through Select-a-Seat; general admission, $12; seniors,
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JANE WIEDLlN, FORMERLY OF THE GO-GO'S, Will PLAY THE NEUROlUX
ocr. 30 WITH HER NEW ENERGETICPUNK BAND FROSTED

809(;~~J;.~?12

Or. rush $200 to RllSUICI1 Animnce
11322Illaho Ave .• /205-RR. Los AngeIes.CA 90025
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~;
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The nation's leader in college marketing
is seeking an energetic. entrepreneurial
student for the position 01 campus rep.
No sales involved. Place advertising on
bulletin boards lor companies such as
American Express and Microsoft.
Great part-time job earnings. Choose
your own hours: 4-8 hours per week
required. Call:
Campus Rep Program
American PassageMedia Corp.
401 2nd AvenueWest. Seattle.WA 98119
(800) 487·2434 Ext. 4444

L
.

PARIS
MADRID

$269
$323

GUATEMALA
HONG KONG
BANGKOK

$259
$359
$450

FAIlS W (ACH WAT fIOM Borsla.um OM It lOUNOlW PUItCHASE, FAIlS DO t«>T INQ.UO( 1(J)(lAl1AlU
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National Reservation

Center

1-800-2-COUNCIL
(1-8DO-226-8624)

http;Ilwwco.ciee.cnr/buceUatm
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Lakers and Sonies

dazzle basketball fans

by Amy Butler

=.L_.:..::.:::.L..:..::==.:.------------.L~---

sports Editor
In front of a sold-out crowd in the BSU Pavilion last
Friday night, the Lakers and the Sonics rocked the gym

' many male spectators as the cheerleaders danced in front
. of the crowd.
"I'm not really rooting for any team in particular,"
said Boise spectator Suzanne Humbolt. "I just brought
the kids, who are basketball fanatics, to see their favorite
players."
That was the consensus of most of the fans, except
the devoted Lakers' fans who kept taunting Kemp at the'
free throw line, after he missed a shot.
"Come on Kemp, you're not worth your money,"
they chanted.
But Kemp proved he was, as he led the Sanies to a

SHAQUILLE O'NEAL
ruoto

BY JOliN

TONE

99-94 victory.

brought the Sanies up by five, at 95-90.

At the tip-off, 7-foot-I-inch Shaq went eye-to-eye
with Sanies' Jim Mcllvane. Lakers' guard Nick Van
Exel snagged the ball and the Lakers led from the. start.

Last minute fouls, time outs, and desperate shots
were not enough for the Lakers to gain their lead again

The first half was full of slam dunks by O'Neal,
layups and steals by Van Exel, Cedric Ceballos, and
Eddie Jones, and several technical fouls given to Sanies'
forward Detlef Schrernpf and their guard Gary Payton.
The first half ended 32-14, Lakers ahead.
Payton brought more excitement to the game with
10: 19 on the clock in the beginning of the
third quarter, as he badgered a referee
after a call.
. "You got a problem with me?" Payton

as the game ended at 99-94.

* A bit of

trivia ...

Shaquille O'Neal played his last collegiate game at
the BSU Pavilion, during the 1992NCAA
Championships while enrolled at Louisiana State
University.

bellowed.
Apparently the referee did, as he gave
Payton his second technical foul and
ejected him from the game.
But the Sonics continued, without
Payton, as guard Eric Snow came in to
dazzle the crowd.

SHAWN KEMP
"1/010

flY JOliN TONI

during their exhibition game. Some die-hard fans
cheered for their teams, but, in general. most viewers
were there for the pure excitement of seeing famous
stars such as Shaquille O'Neal and Shawn Kemp. And,
of course, the sight of the Laker Girls brought smiles to

The Sanies gained their lead in the
middle of the third quarter when Sam
Perkins hit a three-pointer to bring the
_ team ahead, 61-60.
The rest of-the game was a battle as the
score flipped back and forth between the
Sonics and th"CLakers. At I :29 left in the game, a hook
shot from Shrempf, followed by a jump shot by Kemp,

LAKER GIRLS
PHOTO

ar JOHN

TON£

Even in a bye week, the Broncos still can't get a break:
updates on the football team
by Amy Butler
Sports Editor
Boise State's football team. which lost six games in a
row, took a break last week before their contest this
weekend against Fresno State. But even though they
didn't playa game, the Broncos still suffered another
loss.
Senior defensive tackle Sione Fifita was dismissed
last Thursday for the remainder of the season for breaking team rules. The precipitating incident was alcoholrelated and. ended in Fifita breaking a window in the
Varsity Center at BSU. Although police were sum-

moncd, no arrests were made. Interim Head Coach Tom
Mason, Athletic Director Gene Blaymaier and BSU
President Charles Ruch decided to dismiss the senior
from the team. No further comments were available
from the Athletic Department.
Fifita was a key defensive lineman who totaled 67
tackles this season, along with four quarterback sacks,
and was ranked third in the Big West Conference for
tackles behind the line of scrimmage, at II.

Ikebe passes 3,OOO-yard mark
After gaining 179 yards in the game against Utah
State, Ryan Ikebe has become the fifth player in Bronco
history to surpass the 3,OO?:~~.I1J.J.j.k.:i2!!~9jS..:'~"::

.
yards in a career. During the 37 games he has played
with the Broncos, Ikebe has gained 24 yards rushing,
2,451 pass receiving and 693 on kickoff returns for an
85.6 yards-per-game average and a career total of 3, 168.
His 2,451 yards gained in pass receiving puts him in second place in the BSU books.
lkebe also ranks third inthe Bronco records for
catches, with 143.

SPORTS
CONTINUED TO PAGE 19
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if Ted Butler, who is recovering from orthoscopic
surgery for an ACL injury in his knee, will play this
weekend.

SPORTS
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 19
Farris and Davis garner first
interceptions as Broncos
Sophomore Jeff Davis and true freshman Ross Farris
made their first career interceptions as Broncos in the
Utah State game. During the first half, Farris picked off
his first opposing team pass and returned it 33 yards.
Davis also returned his reception for another 33 yards in
tne second half.
t,

Update on Pokey Allen
Head Coach Pokey Allen continues to fight his battle
against cancer. Since last August, Allen has been undergoing surgeries and radiation therapy in Seattle and
'Canada. He ends his radiation treatments this week.
Allen's condition remains unsure, and it has yet to be
determined if he will-return to coach the BSU team.

On the injuried list ...
Several Broncos remain on the injuried list, but most
will be back on the field this weekend. Ikebe still suffers
from sore ribs from the Nevada State game and is _also
recovering from a slight concussion acquired during last
week's Utah State game. Tony Hilde continues to heal
from a slight stress fracture in his leg. Jason Payne is
favoring a knee injury. Jim Brekke, who has been battling a hamstring problem throughout the season, and
Jimmy Clark, suffering reoccurring shoulder problems,
seem to be up to par and ready to play. It is questionable

Updates on the Big West
Conference Standings
BSU ranks 1-7 in the season and 0-2 in the Big
West Conference. New Mexico State is the only team
below the Broncos in the conference, standing 0-7
overall and 0-2 in the Big West. The Broncos still
have two more conference games: New Mexico State
on Nov. 16 and Idaho on Nov. 23 at home.
Despite their fifth-place standing in the conference, the Broncos continue to have six players who
rank high in individual statistics. .
On offense, Tony Hilde still holds third in total
rushing/passing yardage, fourth in passing efficiency
leaders, and 10th in rushing leaders. Ikebe claims
sixth place in receiving yards, eighth in overall scoring leaders, seventh in receiving leaders and third in
the league in yards-per-kickoff return average. Reggie
Ethridge maintains fifth place in rushing yardage.
As for our kickers, Davis ranks third in punting
SlONE FlFIlA IN PERSUIl OF UTAH STATE QD
yardage and Todd Beleastro holds fifth place in the
PI/DID BY JOliN lONE
Big West for amount of field goals completed.
for the Big West spot is University of Idaho, ranked secOn defense, Chris Wing is still ranked number one
ond in the Big West, and Utah State, at first. These two
for quarterback sacks after he brought in three more
teams went head to head last weekend, with Utah winduring the Utah State game. He also stands in seventh
ning 35-28.
place in the Big West for tackles for a loss behind the
Tickets for the Las Vegas Bowl can be purchased
line of scrimmage.
.- through Tickctmastcr at (702) 474-4000.
The Las Vegas Bowl, consisting of the Big West
Champion and the Mid-American Conference
Champion, is scheduled for Dec. 19. The key contenders

1996·1997 Boise State Men's Basketball Schedule

.'

Homecoming intramural results
by Amy Butler

Date

#November 12
#November 16
November 23
November 30
December 2
December 7
December 13-14
December 13
December 14
December 20
December 27-28
December 27
December 28
*January 6
*January 9
*January 11
January 16 (ESPN)
*Jaunuary 18
*January 23
*January 25
*January 30
*Febuary 1.
*Febuary 6
*Febuary 8
*Febuary 13
*Febuary 15
*Febuary 20
"'Febuary 22
*Febuary 27
*March 2
March 7-10

Opponent

High Five America
NBC Thunder
at Washington State University
Pepperdine University
at Idaho State University
at Weber State University
at BYU Cougar Classic
Houston vs. St. Mary's
Boise State vs. Brigham Young
Consolation Final
Championship Final
University of Oregon
, Albertsons Holiday Classic
Gonzaga vs. Idaho State
Campbell vs. Boise State
Consolation Final
Championship Final
at Long Beach State University
Utah State University
University of Nevada
Eastern Michigan University
at University of Idaho
at University of North Texas
at New Mexico State University
U.e. Irvine
Cal-State Fullerton
at Cal-Poly, SLO
at U.C. SAnta Barbara
New Mexico State University
University cf North Texas
at University of Nevada
at Utah State University
University of the Pacific
University of Idaho'
Big West Conference Tourny Reno, NV

#Exhibition Game
*Big West Conference Game

1I_1IIIIiI' ·'.':··
.... IIIIIIIIIIiIiIIIIIII_.··· ...

Time

7:35 p.m.
7:35 p.m.
TBA
7:35 p.m.
7:35 p.rn.
7:05 p.m.
TBA
5:35 p.m.
7:35 p.m.
5:35 p.rn.
7:35 p.m.
7:35 p.m.
TBA
6:05 p.m.
8:05 p.m,
6:05 p.m.
8:05 p.m.
8:30 p.m.
7:35 p.rn.
7:35 p.rn.
10:00 p.rn,
8:05 p.m.
6:00 p.rn.
7:30 p.m,
7:35 p.m,
7:35 p.m.
8:30 p.m.
8:30 p.m.
7:35 p.m.
7:35 p.m,
8:35 p.m.
7:05 p.m.
7:35 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
TBA

Sports Editor
Flag Football:

The final game of the season, for bragging rights for the entire year as university
champion, was won by The Wrestlers over Gcarth, Wind, and Fire, 26-14.
Pool Tournament:

The pool tournament quintupled in size this year, with the support of the Cue Ball
Club. After two hours of play, Bob Franks emerged as champion of the men's division with a win over Dean Palmer. Michelle Baeca defeated Paulina Trachirnowicz
for the women's title.
Homecoming

Basketball

Tournament:

The tournament was quite exciting and achieved an outstanding turnout. House of
Pain won the Men's A League, defeating Just in Time in the final game, 12 to 9.
Butt Munchers took the Men's B League with a win over Treadwell, 11-8. Finally,
Towers Girls garnered the women's championship with little difficulty.
Homecoming

Ultiniate

Frisbee:

The No Names, coming from nowhere, dominated the game. They were the indisputable champions, with Chad's Team placing second, and Jo Mama's taking third.
Homecoming

Chili Cook-OtT:

1st - Lisa Stuppy - Black Bean Chicken Supreme
2nd - John McChesney - Bud's Chili
3rd " Sam Sandrnire - Scrumptious Sirloin Supreme
4th - Sarita and Darryl - Lonestar Chili
5th - Kevin Israel - Hot Chili Mama
6th - Nate Meede - Chate's Nili
7th - Val Stewart - Plain 01' Chili
8th - Dean Barr - Green DeathArmadillo Chili
9th - Page Rost - Papa'sChili
The presentation award was given to Darryl and Sarita for an exquisite display of
chili. Dean Barr ran a close second. However, some judges were put off by the
armadillo emerging from his pot of broth.
The judges represented the ASBSU, ASBSU alumni, and the local fire departments. Special thanks to these .people for volunteering their time.
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Big West Conference Cross-Country Preview
•

_b Y. Bnen

G

.

Sledal to the Arbiter
)

Boise State athletic fans enjoy
to view excellent competitors on
coming Saturday, as the Broncos
West Conference Championship
cross-country

ht"

'
,'.
h
I
The Broncos, by virtue of their standing ast eon y.
team in the conference to achieve national ranking,
appear the favorites to win both races. Other contenders,
according to Dilley, should be both Cal Poly-San Luis
Obispo teams and last year's defending BigWest champions, the University of California-Santa Barbara men

Dilley is understandably excited about BSU hosting
the conference meet for two reasons:
'.
.,
"This will be the first BIg West C~amplons~lp t~ be
held in Bois~ in any s~ort. and~ thus, IS a very historic
event for BOise State, said DIlley.
"Also, it's a chance for us to run at home. No traveling! We can now use our style of competing to our best

and UC-Irvine women.
Individually, several Broncos rank as top contenders
for the individual titles. Dilley looks to junior Cormac
Smith and seniors Jose Uribe and Josh Danielson to be
up front from the gun in the men's race. Seniors Niamh
Bierne and Brenda Funk should serve as trail-blazers for
the women. Both Uribe and Bierne have national-level
experience, having competed in last year's NCAA
championship. Smith has made a jump in his competitive level this year, becoming BSU's top finisher in
every meet so far this' season. Both Danielson and Funk
have indicated an impressive return to action.after health
woes put an early end to their last year's spring track

advantage."
That style is one of a consistent hard-paced effort ~"
throughoiJtthe race, with a lean toward early-race
aggressiveness. The Bronco teams start out fast, daring
others to either stay with them or play desperate catchup later. Dilley describes it as a strength-oriented rhythm
style of running which quickly eliminates all pretenders,
and allows only the toughest athletes to s\line. It embodies an attitude of "go hard or go home," and generates an
excitement level comparable to any in sports.
On Saturday, November 2, the Big West Conference
schools had better be physically and mentally prepared
to go hard.

sig .

GUS

a golden opportunity
the Division I level this
host their first Big
men's and women's

meet.

The event will take place at the Simplot Sports
Complex at Columbia Village, located just off Federal
Way in southeast Boise.
The 10:30 a.rn, women's race will stretch over 5,000
meters (3.1 miles) while, at 11 a.m., the men's five mile
race begins. The start/finish stands adjacent to the eastside parking lot of the complex.
"The course is very spectator-friendly,"
confirmed
nsu's head coach Mike Dilley. "It is set up on a
European design, where virtually the entire race can be
easily viewed, with a minimum of required spectator
movement around the course. The men will run two-plus
It" 'ps, the women one loop. Everything will be in plain

season.

Or go home.

Broncos lose two on the road
with a consistent, well-played match. She pounded
out 10 kills, 10 digs and 4 blocks. Her hilling average for
the match was 0.320. Cyndi Neece crushed 12 kills and
came up with 12 digs. Becky Meek added 11 kills for

~yJiII Winje
sports Writer
The Boise State voileyba'ilteam returned home last
weekend after losing to Cal Poly (I -3) and Santa.
Barbara (0-3).
On Friday night, Cal Poly out-hit the Broncos to take
the win. BSU's hilling average was 0.207 and Cal
Poly's achieved 0.248.
Julie Kaulius distinguished

herself as the one Bronco

BSU.
The Saturday night meeting with Santa Barbara
didn't prove much beller for the Broncos. Boise State's
defense was there, but the offense wasn't. The Broncos
earned a team total of 51 digs and averaged 0.216 hits.
Santa Barbara's brought in 52 digs, with a hilling aver-

Robin Phipps crushed 12 kills, Jeni Elson scored 12
digs, Brandy Mamizuka racked in 11 digs, and Jennifer
Korne totaled 10 digs.
Boise's record for the Big West Conference is now 55, bringing their overall seasonal record to 9-14.
The Broncos host New Mexico State,who they
defeated earlier this month (3-0), this Thursday. In celebration of Halloween, candy will be thrown to the spectators. Boise also takes on North Texas, who they bested
earlier this month (3-1), on Saturday, Nov. 2.

age of 0.341.

Broncos suffer preseason aches

~
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be heard. The Boise State's men's basketball team is
being reminded of this, as they undergo the initial weeks
of practice before their High Five America exibition

_,_

Sports Editor

game here on November 12.
As any athlete knows, the first couple of practices in
a new season seem endless. Forgotten muscles shout to

Saturday,
Kicko'ff

November
1:05 p.cm.

u'.

come an open-disc fingerlocation.

!

Sore back muscles seem popular, as center Kenny
Van Kirk and forward Clinton Fox visit their trainer,
Todd Hine, for these problems.

Of the 14 players, the hardest-hit Bronco is guard
Steve Shephard, who still recovering from two knee

ATTENTION
BSU STUDENTS
PURCHASE
UP TO 4 G UE ST TI CKET
TEXAS
for" the BSU vs NORTH
FOOTBALL
GAME
Bring your Friends & Family
.to the game.

surgeries. Guard Roberto Bergeson is struggling to over-

Despite minor aches, the team looks forward to its
upcoming season.

S
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"This is the best group I've
seen in here in awhile," said Hine,
who watches the team daily.
"They're slamming all the time,
don't seem clumsy, and all of
them seem to be pure athletes."

1996 Big West
Conference
Football Standings
I. Utah State (4-4,2-0

All full-time and part-time BSU students canpurchaseup
to4 Guest Tickets! Cost is $8 per
ticket. Purchase guest tickets beginning Monday, November 4 at the Student Union Building,
Pavilion Box Office #2, Morrison Center, and Varsity Center. Tickets available until 5:00 p.m,
Friday, November 8,.1996 or until student section is sold out.

BWC)

2. Idaho - (3-3, 1-0 BWC)
3. North Texas - (3-4, 1-1 BWC)
4. Nevada - (4-3,1-1

BWC)

5. Boise State - (1-7, 0-2 BWC)
6. New Mexico State - (0-7)

Boise State Football, .... See,a prE!g~m..e.J1Y1>ypJ:()yid¢d
by the
Idaho
Air'N
ational"Guard;·
'. __.. _ _. _ "
'._ " ,~" ;.:.,>._~,.~i _',;£{",~~:,_:> :,:.:'i

(0-2 BWC)
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YOUR UNREAL HOROSCOPE
by Mark David Holladay

Recommendations:
privileges.

Staff Demagogue

Twenty-to-Life.

Aries: (Mar. 21-Apr.
19) Military Costs: Do you
really want our borders over-run with people trying to take away our way of life? Spit on a
Californian this week.

This week my interpretation of the stars'
messages to you will focus on the political
issues of our times. Politics are serious in
nature and not really all that funny, aside
from political humorists, so I will try to
reflect that way of thinking here.

Taurus: (Apr. 20-May
20) Taxes:
Your taxes pay the wages of the people
who tax you. Get an under-the-table
job this week.
",
Gemini: (May 21-June
21) The
Economy: If first copy of the
Arbiter is free ami each additional
copy costs a dollar, does that mean
if you share a copy you should get.
a dollar back?

Scorpio: (Oct. 24-Nov.
21)
Nuclear Waste: It's much smaller
than your waist unless there is
more than a harrel full of spent
plutionium. Ship it to Iraq. Go
Broncos!

Cancer: (June 22-July 22)
Pac Money: Who cares if they get
money from Pac Man anyway?
Besides, he's just a charcter ina
video game. Isn't that illegal?

Sagittarius:
(Nov. 22-Dee.
21) Selecting a Political Party: Go
for the one with more Beernuts.
Capricorn:
(Dec. 22-Jan.
19)
Voter Apathy: Who cares anyway?
Devote your time to more rewarding
activities. I recommend "The Tick"
Saturday mornings on channel 9.

Lei): (July 23-Aug.
22)
Candidiatc 's Image: Frosted Flakes
arc still flakes.
Virgo: (Aug. 23-Sept.
22)
Education: Impress and amaze your
friends, open a book this week.

Aquarius: (Jan. 20-Feb.
I H)
.
Welfare Reform: Give a man a fish and he'
will eat for a day. Teach a man to fish and he
will have a run-in with the Fish and Ga~e
Department. Look at all 39 sides of a problem
before making a decision this week. -Pisces: (Feb. 19--Mar.

No conjugal-visit

Libra: (Sept. 23-0ct.
ha, ha. As if!

For entertainment purposes only: Rock the

20) Campaign Reform

23) Morality: Ha,

1'0/(',

choosy people choose .Iif

FISHBOWL

by ERIC ELLIS
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Guaranteed Credit Cards With Credit Limits
Up To $10,000 Within Days!
No

CREDIT,

10

no credit
.
••,

•

~•.•

JOB~
e

10

PAREIfT-SI6I1ER,

No

SECURITY DEpOSIT!

bad credit , · no
income?
.
•
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STUDEIfT CREDIT SERVICES

P.O. Box 2.206'15

I
I
I

HOlLYWOOD, Fl 33022

I

I

I want credit

:

100'110 GUARANTEEDI

:

:

Name

:

I
I

Address

I
i

j.-.djately.

Slalc

City
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Credit Cards' In The World Today!
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Guaranteed 510,000 In Credit!
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Urggg! I'm becoming elitist.
by Joe Relk
Opinion Editor
"The people want to"be deceived, let
them be deceived." Carlo Caralfa, 16th
century Cardinal.
"What good fortune for governments
that men do not think." Adolf Hitler
"Come on try it, everybody's doing it,
don't be such a chicken, it'll make you
feel good, make you feel good, make you
feel good ..." Selling drugs really isn't
that much different from selling democracy.
I'm going against the grain on this
one, despite the embarrasment of our
voter turnout (habitually around fifty percent), we shouldn't try to coax people
into voting like it's some kind of religious duty. It's shameful that people
-don't want to take advantage of a freedom previous generations fought and
died for, but it's equally disgraceful to
have to cajole and entice people to vote.
Many voting activists have blamed our
meager voter turnouts on the lack of
accessibility. They say we should make it
easier to vote. Suggestions include: voting on weekends so working people don't
have to take off from work 10 vote, allowing voting by e-maii or snail mail, and
even hooking up special TV adapters to
allow us to cast our ballot via the boob
tube.
Not bad ideas, but is it really too much
to ask of people to physically move their
butts to polling booths and pull a lever or
punch a card? Ifconvenience is the reason some people won't vote, who needs
'em? The future leader of the country
shouldn't be chosen between commercial
breaks of Melrose Place. Voting ought to
require more effort than calling I-SOOVOTENOW.
All citizens can vote. Real elitism can
be found by looking at the candidates
they have to choose from: one self-made
millionaire and two clients of those
megabuck political dollar talent agencies-the
Democrats and the
Republicans. Making voting easier will
not change the elitism Americans
endorse.

lators, superintendent of publicinstruction, attorney general, state 'controller,
lieutenant governor, governor, president,
city council, school board and mayor
stand on a laundry list of issues. And if
that's not eriough, you also have to know
what side of every relevant issue their
challengers arc on. And you though
democracy would be fun?'
No wonder most Americans limit their
campaign research to bumper stickers and
thirty-second TV ads.
When people try to reestablish my
withering faith in US democracy, they
often cite the fact that '92 and '94 saw

opera, not the substance.
Democracy works best when people
are sober and educated voters; the quality
of voters is at least as important as their
quantity. But there is no objective way to
measure the quality of a person's vote
and I'm not suggesting we try. Thus,we
have to assume every citizen has the
same command of relevant issues, the
same good intentions for the long term
prosperity of the nation, and grant them
an equal value at the polls.
But is everyone a valuable voter?
Lookaround you: these are the people
pulling the level.

Voter participation in other countries
Thrnout

Nation
Australia

-Belgium
Canada
France
Germany
Great Britain
Greece
India Switzerland
United States

1990
1991
1988
1988
1990
1992
1990
1989
1991
1992

96%
85
76

84
78
78
82
61

46
55

Source: Electoral Studies, Vol. 8, No.3 (1990); Vol.
10, No.3 (1991) and The World Almanac

increases in voting. Yes, buuuuuut qual ity docs not equal quantity.
The USSR acheived a consistent voter
turnout of around 99 percent; that doesn't
mean the choice was meaningful, the
people informed, or the result desirable.
Australia's 96 percent voter participation
rate sounds wonderful, unless you consider voting.there is compulsary. Cheer
up America, voter turnoutisn't-the be-allend-all measure of democratic worth.

Paradoxically we arc finding ourselves
The premise that a democracy's value
"increasingly less engaged in democracy
is dependent on the amount of voter
despite almost limitless informationturnout misses the point. More people
books, film, TV, magazines, radio, intermay be voting, but statistics indicate
net. We now have all the tools to become
fewer people arc reading the paper,
thoughtful, analytical voters. But to maswatching thenews, or listening to
ter the issues requires a phenomenal
debates.
amount of research, iime and headache.
When Jay Lenu was asked why
Even after studying up on the environAmericans hate politics but love political
ment, health care, foreign policy and
humor, he replied it wasn't that people
black helicopters you still might not
are secrectly excited about politics, but
know where you stand-let
alone where
rather they are interested in "the power,
your congressional delegates, state legis- __ .. ~.?~~y-, and sex of politics't-e-the soap

My brother concluded that complete
democracy is the opposite of logical government. "Even Freud said most people
are idi. ots," he says, "and you want
these people to decide how the government should be run?"
Though I couldn't find the Freud
quote ("Almost all of us still think as savages," was the closest I could find) there
does seem to be ample proof that most
people are politically illiterate.
We arc not consumers of democracy
like the shopper who reads consumer
reports, compares prices and makes
thoughtful decisions. Rather we resemble the kid who rushes into 7-11 and
hastily grabs the products with the most
advertisement, name recognition and
flashing lights around it. Instead of bread
and butter democracy, we have Siurpie
and Stridex democracy, something we
can enjoy and gloss over.
I've heard many voters say, "Let's just
run up the deficit, I won't have to pay for

it." Even among those who aren't as
vocal, there seems to be ample support
for voting in the short term interest-fiddling while Rome burns. Ate we too selfish to be trusted with the responsibility of
self-governance?
Urggg! I'm becoming elitist.
But what's the alternative? Benevolent
dictatorship?
Blacks and poor whites in the south
weren't generally well educated, and the
southern establishment tried to keep them
from voting with poll taxes and voting
tests.
An old friend of the family once told
me he was glad America had such a low
voter turn-out. "That means my vote is
worth more," he said.
I gave him an icy look, my junior
high-school notions of civic responsibility and participatory democracy temporarily overcoming my usual complacent
nod.
All men may be created equal, but
_ only those who vote arc counted by the
politicians. This is why candidates ignore
college age students. We don't vote, we
don't matter.
Unfortunately the educated elites
aren't always enlightened stewards of
government, but rather work to pad their
positions and wallets. The common people can't trust the elites to govern fairly;
they must vote, educated or not.
At the very least, though, voters
should be interested in the process, if not
entirely up to speed on the pros and cons
of every issue. People who don't want to
vote are either too lazy, apathetic, or
ignorant, so let them stay horne.
Voting is a privilege we take for granted, or even view as a nuisance. Some coworkers of mine tried to motivate a friend
by telling her "If you don't vote, you
can't complain." Strange, I don't remember complaining as one of the rights our
forefathers fought for.
Yes, people have a responsibility to
vote, but they also have a responsibility
to know why they are voting and what
they are voting for.
, Do some research on the issues and
candidates before you vote, even if it's
only a few magazine articles; some
knowledge is better than none. If you
can't do that then maybe you should stay
at home, and people shouldn't try to light
a fire under you to vote.
Faith in democracy is like religion:
"Just as no one can be forced into belief,
so no one can be forced into unbelief'
(Freud). If people don't want to vote,
leave them alone.
Voting may be a patriotic duty, but so
is casting an informed vote-if
you're
too lazyfor the latter, you shouldn't
attempt the former.
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The
deadline for listings
is
5
p.m.
Wednesday, one week
before desired publication
date. Be sure to include the
event's time, date and location, as well as a phone number to contact -(or more
information, before faxing or delivering
listings.
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AFTER HOURS DANCE PARTY at Dreamwalker,
midnight, ages 18 and up, $5 cover, 3434196.

WEDNESDAY MASS at
St.
Paul's
Catholic
Student Center, noon, 1915 University
Drive (across from the Administration
'Building),
343-2128.
FLU SHOTSfrom BSU Student Health
Services next to Copy Central in the
SUB, 1 to 3 p.m .., $6 students, $10
for
others.
SIGN LANGUAGE SILENT
LUNCH, sponsored by
BSU
Student
Special

SINGER JOHN CANAAN, sponServices,
sored by the LOS
noon to 1:30
p.m., SUB Johnson
BRIAN
Room. Bring your own
MAYER at Flying M
I
un.
c
h
Espresso and Fine Crafts, 8 to 10:30
p.m., Fifth and Idaho streets, 345-4320.

RITE OF CHRISTIAN INITIATION OF
ADULTS at St. Paul's Catholic Student
Center, 7' p.m., 1915 University Drive,
343
2128
FRENCHGUITARIST ELISABETH BLIN
at Moxie Java on Fivemile Road, 8
p.m.,
344-5823.
(FROM LA) FROSTED, ALSO
(FROM SEATTLE)GOODNESS
& JODY H'ALL at Neurolux,
111 N. 11th St., ages 21
and over, $3,343o 8 8 6 .

HALLOWEEN,
ROSARY
at St. Paul's
Catholic
Student
Center,
11 :50 a.m.,
1915
University
Drive
(across
from
the
Administration
Building), 3432
1
2
8
COMMUNION
SERVICE at St.
Paul's Catholic
Student
Center,
12:10 p.m., 1915 University Drive
'(across from the Administration
Building),
343-2128.
',F'

.

SPB PERFORMING
ARTS COM:'MITTEE MEETING,' 2:30 p.m., SPB
Offices in the SUB, open to everyone,
385-3655.
ASBSU SENATE MEETING,
4:30 p.m., SUB Senate
Forum,
385-1440,
open to the public.
FEM

1-

LDS INSTITUTE DANCE at the BSU Stake
Center, 9:30 p.m. to midnight, 2150 Boise Ave.
C.C. RAE COMEDY SHOW (TIX AT RETRO) at Neurolux,
111 N. 11th St., ages 21 and over, 343-0886.

ROSARY
at St. Paul's
Catholic
Student
Center, . 11:50 a.m., 1915
University Drive (across from
the Administration
Building),
3 4 3 - 2 1 28-:...~.
_

OCt . 31
.

Institute,
7 p.m., Special Events Center.

SHOTS from BSU Student
Health Services next to Copy Central in
the SUB, 9 to 11 a.m., $6 students, $10 for
others.
"

NIST
EMPOWERMENT MEETING, 7
p.m., SUB Ah Fong
Room,
386-9487.

ROSARY
at St. Paul's Catholic
Student Ceriter, 11:50 a.rn.,
1915 University Drive (across from
the Administration Building), 3432128.

343-2128.

COMMUNION SERVICE at
St. Paul's Catholic
Student Center, .
12:10

POETRY
CIRCLE
at
Dreamwalker,
7:30 p.m., and
AMBIENT NIGHT starting at 9:30
p.m., 1015. W. Main St., 343-4196.

'f\Aesday,
Nov.S

HALLOWEEN at Flying M Espresso
and Fine Crafts features Matthew
'Clark, who will read works by Edgar
Allen Poe (including
The Raven),
RO~ARY
masks on display from Fairmont Jr.
at.St. Paul s
High Creative Crafts Class. 8 to
Cathoh~ Student
10 p.rn., Fifth
and Idaho
~ent:r, 11:50a.m., 1915
ear a costume and University Drive (across
st ree t s, W
f
h Ad ..
.
get 50 cents off any drink!,
r~m.t e
mirustration
3 4
5 - 4 3 2 0 . Building), 343-2128.
DJ TIM at Neurolux, 111
N. 11th St., ages 21
and over, free,
343-0886.

p.m.,
1915 University Drive
(across from the
Administration
Building),

COMMUNION SERVICEat
St. Paul's Catholic
Student Center,
12:10 p.m.,
1915

DJ SEAN at Neurolux, 111 N.
11th St., ages 21 and over,
343-0886;

mversrty
Drive (across from the
Administration Building), 3432128.

TUESDAY
MASS at St. Paul's
, Catholic Student
Center, 9 p.m., 1915
NONTRADITIONAL STUDENT
University Drive (acrossfro!n
SUPPORTGROUP MEETING
the Administration Building),
features speakers on topics of
343-2128.
importance to adult students,
2:30 to 4 p.m., SUB Johnson
JAZZ NIGHTat Neurolux,
Dining Room, 385-1583.
111 N: 11th St., ages 21
& up, free, 343-0886.
ASBSU SENATEMEETING at
4:30 p.m. in SUB Senate
. Forum, 385-1440, open to
the public.

r~ ;
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Employment

FEEL GREAT!-TrySHAKLEE,ViiaLea,' America's best multi-vitamin, and
Instant Protein, theall-vegetable protein,
to improve your diet. One hundred percent money back guarantee, if not completely satisfied. Call today: SHAKLEE
362-3771.

HELP WANTED'Men/Women earn $480 '
weekly a~sembli ng 'circuit
boards/electronic components at home. Experience
unnecessary, will train. Immediate openings your local .
,
area. Call 1-520-680-7891 EXT C200.
HOLIDAY CASH~rhonerecruiters'''Par'tctime,
temp.
Days/eves. 5.50/hr. StartImmediately. American Heart
Association. 384-5066
- .
SPORTS M IND~D"Compeiitive,· motivated student~.
Low on cash? Will work around school schedule. 322- _
0814.
'
WORK AT HOME~Earn $1000 weekly processing
mail at home. Send SASE to: Infoservices Box 792
Boise, Id, 83701
The Arbiter' is not responsible for the credibility of
our advertisers. If youhaveany questions concerning
any of the job listings, contact the Beller Business
Bureau.

Fundraising
-FAST FUNDRAISER - Raise $500 in 5 DaysGreeks. Groups, Clubs, Motivated individuals. Fast;
Easy- No Financial Obligation. (800) 862 - 1982 ext.
33,

FREE T-SHIRT + $1'OOO-CreditCard fundraisers for
'fraternities, sororities & groups. Any campus organiza. tion can raise up to $ )(>,00by earning a whopping
$5.00jVISA application .. Calll-800-932-0528 Ext. 65
Qualified callers receive FREE T-SHIRT'

[heading] Housing
BSUHOUSING AVAILABLE-Student Residential
. Life now has apartments available to all BSU students.
-However, SRL gives priority to' students who arc mar. ricdor have children. For information, please call the
SRL Office at 385-3987. SRL can also be reached at:
WWW:http://bsuhousing.idbsu.edu/srl/housing.html

Student Services
NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENT ORGANIZATION-is gelling back ontrackl Become a member and
find out what's goin' on. Call Eve Raezer @ 385-1583.
NON-TRADS!NEED AMENTOR?-Someone
who
can help you cope? Call Eve Raezer @ The Office of
Student Special Services. 385-1583
COUNSELING SERVICES-Counseling services
available to BSU students and families in the counseling
center. Counseling provided by school counseling
Practicum students. Contact Darcy at 385-1219.

, Merchandise
WORD PROCESSOR-1995 Smith Corona Personal
Word Processor. 14 inch display monitor, mouse.
Excellent condition. $200 firm 367-9032
CANNONDALE- Mountain bike. New, never off
the pavement, ( never in dirt). Brand new. Extra set of
new tires. XTX, Clippless and regular pedals. Need to
sell. $595. Paid /lCW. on sale $600. Call Jon at 344-2780

PERSONALS
RODEO COWBOY-Single, 32 year-old rodeo cowboy, 6'1", 185 Ibs, brown hair andhazel eyes. Has .
diverse interests that lie in the outdoors; hunting, fishing; fino-arts, agriculture, and country music! Single
women interested contact: Rt. 1 Box 150-703136
Tennessee Colony, Tx. 75884

Nutritional Products
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Join the walk-

out/raUyagainst
the 1 Percent
Ini-tiative, a
.statewide.' effort,
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Just skip class
and meet at the
BSU Quad at
11 :1 O",a.m.
Friday;.No~~l,
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